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BapDada’s hope is that you should now with zeal and enthusiasm, quicken your steps to become  
complete and perfect the same as Father Brahma.  Make a special plan for this. 

 
Today, BapDada is pleased to see His sweetest and loveliest children.  “Wah Baba! Wah!” is emerging 
from everyone’s heart and “Wah children! Wah!” is emerging from the Father’s lips.  These are the words 
that are emerging.  Today, BapDada is also seeing the children everywhere.  The sparkle of love for Father 
Brahma is visible in everyone’s mind.  Waves of love are visible in everyone’s minds.  Waves of love are 
also emerging for every child in the Father’s mind.  This love is alokik love.  BapDada has seen that the 
majority of the children are moving along with the power of love.  The Father has love for every child and 
“Sweet child, lovely child” is also emerging for every child from His heart.  The Father has made every 
child a master of three thrones.  You know this, do you not?  Throughout the whole cycle, no soul can 
become a master of three thrones, but you elevated souls have become the masters of three thrones and 
remain in such spiritual love and intoxication!  Each one of you, ask yourself: Do I always have such 
happiness and such spiritual intoxication in my awareness?  Do I always remember the word “always”
(sada)?  BapDada does not like the word “sometimes”. 
 
Today, whether you are all sitting in front of Baba or you are sitting at your own places, the Father is 
seeing all of you.  Even though far away, you are in front of the Father.  The Father saw that today, every 
child was specially merged in love for Father Brahma.  Love makes something difficult easy.  BapDada 
has deep love for every child.  Even though you may be effort-makers, you are still the Father’s children. 
Today, BapDada wants the word “always” to emerge from the children’s mouths.  Is this possible?  Those 
who believe from now that the word “always” is easy and that by keeping the aim, you will develop the 
qualifications because BapDada is your Helper, raise your hands!  Wah! Wah!  Wah children! Wah!  You 
may applaud. 
 
BapDada is not seeing just the children in front of Him, but seeing all the children everywhere and saying 
with love: Wah children! Wah!  Just as the majority of children are number one in having love in their 
hearts for BapDada, in the same way, in order to become constantly victorious, the word “sometimes” 
should be removed.  Is this possible?  Is it possible?  Raise your hands for this!  Raise your hands high. 
Wave your hands!  You are waving your hands very well.  BapDada is pleased to see the children having 
courage.  The Father, both fathers, Bap and Dada, both, have constant love in their heart for each and 
every child and will always have this love.  If, while you are moving along, there is a little attack of Maya, 
even then, the Father’s love for you cannot finish.  In fact, BapDada says to the children who are His 
companions: Give this one extra co-operation and love and make him fly.  Now, this is what BapDada 
wants.  All of you definitely know the time.  You know where the time is going.  All of you know this. 
Seeing the time, remember the things that BapDada has told you about “suddenly”.  BapDada’s desire of 
the heart is: Not a single child should be left behind; you should remain with Him and return with Him. 
Staying with Him does not mean physically to stay with Him, but constantly to follow shrimat with your 
heart is to stay constantly with Him.  Now, according to the time, just as when there is love for someone, 
you want to stay with that one: it is not possible to stay with that one physically.  What BapDada wants,
and what the family companions want, is that you become equal companions - this is what it means to stay 
together. 
 
Just as waves of love from all the children everywhere have today reached BapDada, in the same way, 
BapDada’s pure desire is that every day, from amrit vela until night time, whatever you do through your 
mind, words and deeds, check whether what the Father says and what you do are equal.  Is this possible? 
Is it easy?  Every day’s murli is what the Father says.  So, each one should check: Is what the Father says 
and what I do the same?  This is not difficult because, every night, before going to sleep, each one of you 
must be checking your result of the whole day.  The Father now wants you children to become complete 
and bring the time close.  Father Brahma is also invoking you: Come children, let us go to our kingdom 
together.  Have the gates to liberation open for souls and let them play their parts of liberation; the 
kingdom for some and liberation for others. 
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On this day, from amrit vela, garlands of love have come here from all directions.  BapDada is 
congratulating all those who have sent them.  What are we going to do now?  Now, BapDada’s desire and 
your desire is that everyone becomes complete and perfect.  Quicken this step even more.  You too like 
this, do you not?  When you hear of the sorrow and peacelessness of your brothers and sisters, you don’t 
like it, do you?  Now, not giving your time to anything else, get together among yourselves and make a 
plan for this.  Let there be zeal and enthusiasm everywhere for becoming complete and perfect.  Father 
Brahma wants each of his child to become complete, the same as himself.  You will fulfil this desire of 
Father Brahma, will you not?  So, today, Father Brahma was spreading waves of love and the powers as 
well as waves of pure thoughts over all the children everywhere.  Today is the day for showering flowers, 
is it not? Seeing the love that the children have for Father Brahma, the Father is not showering you 
children with only flowers of hopes of, “Baba says and you do”, but He is showering all you children from 
everywhere with flowers of making intense effort.  Achcha. 
 
BapDada is seeing all the children, even those who are new.  Those who have come for the first time, 
stand up!  Look, the majority, half of those who have come are new children.  Those who have come, 
please accept lots and lots of love and remembrance from BapDada.  BapDada is pleased, but now 
demonstrate this by performing wonders.  Achcha.  Baba is seeing you.  Every child is visible in front of 
Him.  Whether you are in front or at the last, Baba is seeing you in front of Him on this (a TV is placed in 
front of BapDada).  Each child should accept BapDada’s love and remembrance.  Now, you will quickly 
have to bring about transformation.  Congratulations for having arrived here.  Now make effort and then 
receive congratulations for claiming a number ahead.  Achcha.  You may sit down.  Welcome! 
 
It is the turn of Punjab Zone to serve: Welcome!  It is good.  Father Brahma had a lot of love for 
Punjab.  He specially toured around Punjab.  Father Brahma did not go to all the places, but he went to a 
few places.  In that too, he went to Punjab and so the Father has given His direct blessings to Punjab.  The 
speciality of Punjab is that it has made very good kumari teachers emerge.  They are courageous, not those 
who are afraid.  Is this right, teachers?  You are courageous, are you not?  You are not those who are 
afraid, are you?  You are not.  No matter how great someone is or what he is ultimately, they will have to 
say: “Victory to the Shiv Shaktis”.  It is good that BapDada is seeing each one doing service and that you 
will continue to do so.  However, one thing is that BapDada told all the Zones to claim a certificate and no 
Zone has claimed this as yet.  Now, Punjab should claim number one.  One person spoke and everyone did 
it with love.  Just as you give your support to one another physically, in the same way, also show the 
practical fruit in harmonizing sanskars.  Is this OK?  Now, that number has not yet been claimed.  No Zone
has given this result as yet.  Punjab will do that.  You will do that, will you not?  Teachers, raise your 
hands!  There are many teachers.  Very good.  BapDada is pleased. 
 
Double foreigners: BapDada is pleased to see the zeal and enthusiasm of the foreign children.  BapDada 
is especially pleased that each of you comes to Madhuban and makes a special addition to your efforts. 
All of you who have come, you have paid special attention to one thing or another, have you not?  “In the 
future, we will not do this and we will do this.”  You take back with you a clarification of both these 
things.  BapDada has seen that you pay attention and that those who have become instruments also draw 
your attention to this.  This is why BapDada is pleased that many of you pay attention and bring about 
transformation too.  BapDada has seen this result.  So, in future, continue to pay attention because when 
you come to Madhuban, it means to make progress in one thing or another.  So, have all of you done this? 
Raise your hands!  Definitely go back with one transformation or another.  Is this OK?  Do you agree? 
BapDada has love for you because BapDada has seen that while doing double service, many children are 
also very good effort-makers.  BapDada is pleased that you constantly continue to claim a number ahead; 
not that you are just moving along.  What number did you claim?  It should not just be that you are 
attending every day and having classes, but what progress did you make each day?  To listen to the murli 
and to imbibe it: the proof of this is to bring about transformation.  It is good; BapDada is pleased.  You 
are doing this and will continue to do it in the future too.  It is good.  Wave your hands.  BapDada is seeing 
all of you because it is especially shown on this TV.  Look, according to the drama, science has progressed 
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so much in the hundred years before the children came.  So, you can see, even now, this science is useful 
for you.  Is this OK?  Achcha.  To all the children, including each child who is sitting at the back too, each 
one should think: I am in front of BapDada and BapDada is giving me love and remembrance. 
 
Those from Calcutta have decorated all the places with flowers: They do it very well.  They do it from 
their hearts and they also work hard. Therefore, specially give each one of them two pieces of toli and six 
fruits on behalf of BapDada.  Those who have worked hard should receive the fruit of it.  It is good that 
they do it with their hearts and it pleases the heart.  Congratulations for service.  Congratulations, firstly, 
for coming here and secondly, for service.  Achcha. 
 
BapDada is now seeing all the children everywhere.  They are also seeing BapDada.  Many many 
congratulations to all the intense effort-makers.  Those who do as soon as they have the thought are said to 
be intense effort-makers.  To all the intense effort-makers, BapDada is congratulating each one of you for 
your aim of making intense effort, and, together with that, Baba is also giving you congratulations for 
moving forward. 
 
Today, Baba met everyone.  Look, it is not possible to meet each one individually, personally, but while 
sitting at a distance, BapDada is giving each one who is sitting far away His love and remembrance and 
experiencing all to be together.  Achcha.  What are we going to do now? 
 
BapDada garlanded Dadi Janki with a garland of flowers: You are not saying, “What can I do?”
Everyone is doing very well.  All those who have become instruments are doing very well.  Did you hear? 
(Dadi Janki gave Baba remembrance of some brothers and sisters).  Tell them: When BapDada tours 
around at amrit vela, He also tours around where they are.  (Dada Narayan is in hospital.)  Do service with 
attention and also give him love and remembrance. 
 
Mohiniben has sent remembrance from Ahmedabad hospital.  No matter how much illness there is but 
it reduces with BapDada’s remembrance. The illness becomes half if effort is made to remain in 
remembrance. Just as that is medicine, before that is this medicine of remembrance. She is doing it and she 
will continue to do it. She is OK and has courage to tolerate it. She will be alright. 
 
Dadi Nirmala Shanta is in her room: Even now she will be listening in her room.  She is remembering 
and the Father is also giving her love and remembrance.  Send toli to Narayan on behalf of the Father. 
 
Continue to give everyone the Father’s remembrance.  It is good.  Those from Delhi are also making good 
effort.  (Brother Brijmohan gave Baba news of the Shiva Jayanti programme.)  By everyone doing it 
together with others, the sound spreads.  You may have to do it in every corner, but, by your doing it 
together, it spreads everywhere.  It is good.  All those from Delhi should feel that they have received love 
and remembrance. 
 
To Brother Ramesh: Is your health OK?  (How can the service of the studio increase?)  Make groups for 
that.  Make a committee of service.  You can appoint anyone you want for that and then ask them the 
result: Did they do what they had thought of?  If there is any problem, then find a solution to it.  Sit 
together for even five minutes at night and congratulate them so that they can have enthusiasm.  You have 
to make effort.  It is good.  Give remembrance to everyone. 
 
All have lots of love for BapDada’s children that are residents of the yagya.  Baba gives special blessings 
to all the Dadi’s who are instruments, as well as to all His instrument children. The Dadis are moving 
along with blessings and they make everyone move with blessings. Whether they are brothers or sisters, 
special blessings are for those souls who are instruments for one task or another, and they will continue to 
receive special blessings.  Achcha. 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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While merged in the Father’s love, control your mind with the powers  
and be a constant conqueror of the mind and conqueror of the world (mannjeet, jagadjeet). 

 
Today, BapDada is pleased upon seeing every child.  Each child, whether personally in front or far away, 
is merged in BapDada’s love.  BapDada is also happy to see the love of every child.  Each child’s face is 
merged in love and, BapDada is very pleased to see every child, to see the children absorbed in love, to see 
the children merged in love.  BapDada is seeing three blessings in every child.  One is the blessing of an 
inheritance from the form of the Father.  The second is the blessing of elevated teachings from the form of 
the Teacher.  The third is the blessing of blessings from the form of the Guru.  Seeing the form of all three 
blessings, BapDada is pleased.  Every child, whether sitting here or sitting far away, is merged in love. 
The Father is also merged in the children’s love.  This love is giving every child the experience of being 
merged in love.  This love is the means to make you bodiless. 
 
BapDada is pleased to see every child.  What song does He sing?  Wah children! Wah!  This love makes 
you bodiless.  What does the Father say on seeing the children?  Wah children!  Wah!  Constantly remain 
merged in this love.  God’s love is such that it enables everyone to become merged in love for God. 
BapDada is seeing each child’s fortune in the eyes of each child.  You are creating your fortune for 21 
births in this one birth.  Each one of you is experiencing God’s love in your mind.  This Godly love is 
making you so elevated in this one birth that you souls become merged in love; you become bodiless and 
will return to your own home, Paramdham, and along with that, will also claim a right to your own 
kingdom. 
 
Today, BapDada is giving the children a special blessing: By being constantly merged in the Father’s love, 
become a conqueror of the mind (mannjeet) and a conqueror of the world (jagadjeet).  Constantly be a 
master of the mind and become a conqueror of the mind.  Some think that it is difficult to become a master 
of the mind, but BapDada says: You refer to the mind as “my mind”, so just as other physical organs are 
yours, and they work under your control, in the same way, it is not difficult to become a conqueror of the 
mind and so a conqueror of the world.  Today, the Father wants to make every child a conqueror of the 
mind and a conqueror of the world.  You have to control your mind with the powers and definitely become 
a conqueror of the mind.  Today, BapDada wants every child to be a constant master of the mind, a 
conqueror of the mind and a conqueror of the world.  “It is mine and I am a master of that which is mine”. 
You will remain happy by making your mind work as a master, as you want.  Just as you make your hands 
and feet work under your orders because they are yours, in the same way, you can be an embodiment of 
power and make your mind work, but as a master make it work, and you will become a conqueror of the 
mind and a conqueror of the world.  At this time of the confluence age, you receive blessings from God, 
the Father.  The Father, the Bestower of Blessings, fills the apron of every child with blessings.  You can 
create your future for many births in one birth. 
 
Today, BapDada is seeing that many souls have reached their home.  With His form of deep love and 
power, BapDada is congratulating everyone.  Together with that, He is also giving blessings.  What are the 
blessings?  Constantly be a soul who is an embodiment of power, be a master who makes those physical 
organs work, be a conqueror of the mind and a conqueror of the world, remain constantly happy and 
distribute happiness.  This is because today, souls of the world, while doing their work, instead of 
remaining happy, consider themselves to be helpless in various circumstances.  Make those who are 
helpless strong.  Distribute happiness.  You can see the conditions of the world, but make yourself 
detached and loving to the Father and remain merged in that love.  Achcha. 
 
Those who have come, stand up!  Today, BapDada is making those who have come by special invitation 
stand up.  (A group of VIPs have come.)  BapDada is pleased to see that the children have reached their 
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home.  Does it feel like your home?  Does it, then raise your hands!  BapDada is also pleased to see the 
children and is singing the song: Wah children!  Wah!  Because today, the world needs a life of happiness. 
So, each one should give many souls the introduction to make Bharat as elevated as it was: It has to be 
made like that again.  BapDada is also pleased.  All of you are happy to see your own family, are you not? 
Look, they are raising both their hands!  Very good.  You have come to your own home to meet your own 
Father and your own family.  BapDada is giving you this blessing: Never lose your happiness!  Remain 
happy and share your happiness! 
 
It is the turn of Karnataka Zone to serve: 11,000 have come.  Seeing so many children, BapDada is 
singing the song, “Wah children! Wah!”  BapDada has seen that every Zone is engaged in trying to make 
their Zone move forward, and the system of each Zone coming to serve gives every child a chance to bring 
the maximum number.  BapDada is also pleased to see every child.  Look how many there are: half the 
class has come from just one Zone. BapDada is giving the Karnataka Zone a special blessing: You will 
constantly continue to come together and perform wonders.  Any programme you have, let it be a 
programme of wonders.  Why does BapDada love the Karnataka Zone?  Because service in Karnataka is 
expanding very well and will continue to expand.  BapDada constantly gives those from Karnataka the 
blessing: With great and constant happiness, definitely enable all brothers and sisters to receive God’s 
message.  No one should be left out.  BapDada is pleased that you are doing service and will continue to 
do so.  It is good.  Those from Karnataka who have come for the first time, remain standing and the rest 
can sit down.  Achcha.  Half the class is of those who have come for the first time.  It is good that you 
have come to your home, but claim your full inheritance from BapDada and become an heir before you go. 
BapDada is pleased.  Now the teachers definitely have to claim the title that BapDada has said: Become a 
conqueror of the mind, a conqueror of the world and a master of the mind.  Conqueror of the mind and 
conqueror of the world. 
 
Double Foreigners: Double foreigners: BapDada now does not say double foreigners.  BapDada says 
double effort-makers and BapDada has seen that those abroad are paying special attention to their efforts. 
BapDada is giving many, many blessings to all of you who have come from abroad: You will continue to 
move constantly forward and enable many others to receive blessings from BapDada.  Baba has seen that 
you have a very good interest in serving and, along with that, you are also making good effort to make 
yourselves move forward.  This is why BapDada is especially giving you double love.  Wherever all of 
you are, you pay attention and remain tension-free.  BapDada is pleased: You are moving forward and will 
continue to move forward.  You are paying attention to the effort of belonging to the one Father and none 
other, and this attention is finishing the tension.  BapDada is giving double love to the double foreigners. 
 
What aim will all of you keep in future?  All of you have to keep the aim to make yourselves powerful and 
to do the service of giving others BapDada’s introduction and making them into heirs.  Now, each centre 
has to make their brothers and sisters who are to come into heir-quality souls.  Heir-quality means those 
who constantly move along as the Father’s companions and also make many others the Father’s 
companions.  BapDada is pleased to see that you are making service everywhere expand very well.  Each 
one has enthusiasm.  BapDada heard that you have made a programme for Delhi.  In the same way, on this 
Shiv Ratri, each Zone should make a programme in your own cities, that, at the very least, you definitely 
make them into Shiv Baba’s children.  Everyone has these programmes, but how many heirs did you 
create and how many did you bring close through that programme.  You have to give this result. 
However, otherwise, what BapDada said today: To be a conqueror of the mind and a conqueror of the 
world: Everyone definitely has to become this.  Finish the waste thoughts in your mind and bid farewell to 
the wasteful.  Otherwise, waste thoughts will take up your time.  So, today’s lesson is: You definitely have 
to become a conqueror of the mind and a conqueror of the world.  “The mind is mine”, and so you can rule 
that which is yours.  So, each of you should make this your form and also help others.  To the guests who 
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have come: BapDada is pleased that you have at least seen your home!  What will you do now?  Now, the 
next time you come, you will not be visitors.  You will be family members and make others into family 
members.  Do you agree?  Do you like it?  Raise your hands!  BapDada is seeing you.  You are good. 
Now, you are not visitors, you are masters of the home, you are the children who are the masters.  Do the 
visitors consider yourselves to be visitors or do you consider yourselves to be the children who are the 
masters of the home? Those of you who consider themselves to be the children who are the masters, raise 
your hands! BapDada is congratulating you one thousand-fold.  It feels good.  Look, this is a variety 
group.  Those who have become instruments to serve others too, both of you stand up! (There are two 
great souls who are sannyasis sitting in the gathering.)  You are very much loved by BapDada.  This is 
why you are those who will make others loved by BapDada.  It is good that you are the ones who, with 
your experience, will make many others experienced. 
 
Very good service is taking place at the kumbha mela: BapDada also heard about that.  The child who 
is the instrument there (Manorama ben), BapDada is giving her a million fold love.  Everyone is working 
very hard.  BapDada remembers the daughter every day at amrit vela because, by remembering her, the 
child receives zeal and enthusiasm and she is doing everything with that zeal and enthusiasm.  BapDada 
continues to receive this news.  Lots and lots of love and remembrance to the child. 
 
Achcha, what will all of you do when you return from here?  You will make others the same as yourselves, 
will you not?  Each of you should think that you definitely have to give the introduction and message to 
those who don’t know us.  They should not complain to you: You didn’t tell us.  Definitely remove this 
complaint.  It is your duty to give the message to all of those who are in connection with you.  Your 
neighbours and those in connection with you should not complain to you that they didn’t know about this. 
It is good that you are doing these programmes.  On Shiv Ratri, those who know you should at least come 
to know that God Shiva’s work is going on.  They should not complain that you did not tell them because 
there is no guarantee about time.  Anything that is to happen will happen suddenly.  Everyone has to pay 
attention to this matter of “Suddenly”.  Now is the chance to create your future and the future of others as 
much as you want.  BapDada is congratulating each child.  You are moving forward, but now let your 
speed be faster.  BapDada saw how much remembrance all the children everywhere are sitting in and,
while touring around everywhere, BapDada gives love to all the children and, together with love, He also 
congratulates everyone.  There is very good enthusiasm everywhere.  Now, free them from sorrow!  Now, 
let your kingdom come!  To all the children, whether from abroad, this land or the villages, BapDada is 
giving lots, lots and lots of love and remembrance to each one. 
 
To Dadi Janki: (Baba, You make us melt.)  You will do a lot more service.  You are doing and will do a 
lot more.  You are an instrument for service.  It will continue, your body will continue.  It will continue 
well. 
 
Mohiniben is now in Lotus House, Ahmedabad.  It is good that she has settled her accounts and now, 
she will make double effort and move forward.  Each one definitely has to move forward.  BapDada is 
giving lots, lots and lots of love and remembrance.  (Together with Mohiniben, her service companions 
have also given lots of love and remembrance).  The servers have served with love and so they have 
congratulations for that.  However, in future too, they should make everything free from obstacles and 
make her ready as though nothing had happened. 
 
Par Dadi (Dadi Nirmalshanta): You are fine.  Your face reminds everyone of the father.  Whether you 
say anything or not, your face does service. 
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Nirwairbhai: You still have to do service, you haven’t got leave yet.  All these are instruments.  There is 
now a lot of chance for service.  Do this, and create great splendour.  (You are with us and so we will 
definitely do that.)  You definitely have to do it. 
 
Kunj Dadi sent remembrance from Ahmedabad Hospital: Give her remembrance.  She has been 
Baba’s specially beloved from the beginning.  Even now, the love and affection is making her body work. 
BapDada’s vision is on her.  She has done good service. 
 
(Many brothers and sisters from this land and abroad have sent love and remembrance): Baba is 
responding multi, multi million times to all those who have sent their remembrance. 
 
Brij Mohanbhai: You have made a good plan.  It is easy, is it not?  Everyone becomes happy.  You have 
chosen a good topic of non-violence because, even today, half the people still believe in non-violence; and 
hearing about non-violence, they will pay greater attention. 
 
Rameshbhai: (We will have a Campaign for Women’s protection on Shiv Ratri):  It is good.  Make the 
sound louder collectively in the gathering.  This time, all the centres should do service together with zeal 
and enthusiasm.  Choose a topic of the current time.  What you are thinking about is good.  Keep such a 
topic everywhere so that everyone understands that you want to make the world’s atmosphere right 
everywhere.  Nowadays, everyone has a lot of love for the Brahma Kumaris.  Previously, they used to say 
things about you.  Now, they have love for you and they become happy when they see your service and 
expansion.  (Rameshbhai’s 80th birthday is being celebrated.)  Congratulations. 
 
Dr Banarasi: You have not made a companion the same as yourself.  Even now, you have not made a 
companion.  This one should make a companion the same as himself, because, otherwise whenever you go 
somewhere, there is no one else available in your absence, and so patients do not get rest.  (Dr Pratap is 
there.)  Pratapbhai is engaged in his own work, he is not free like this one.  OK? 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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In your karma yogi life, remain constantly content and happy in  
every subject through your intense effort.  Through your face filled with happiness and  

divine virtues, give others the experience of happiness. 
 
Today, BapDada is pleased to see His children who are full of treasures.  How many treasures have you 
received from the beginning?  The first treasure you received is of knowledge, through which all the 
children made themselves full and are also continuing to make others full of treasures.  The treasure of 
knowledge liberates everyone from the bondages that trap everyone and frees them from bondage, sorrow 
and peacelessness.  The second treasure is of yoga through which you have attained many powers.  The third 
treasure is of dharna through which you have attained many, many virtues.  However, the biggest treasure of 
all treasures is the treasure of the time of the confluence age.  This has great importance because it is only at 
the time of the confluence age that you meet the Father, Shiv Baba, in the form of the Father, in the form of 
the Teacher and also in the form of the Satguru.  In this confluence age, you receive the inheritance of 21 
births in this one birth – and it is through this inheritance that you do not have sorrow or peacelessness for 
birth after birth.  Along with that, in terms of relationships, the family that you receive is also unique and 
loving.  You receive such Godly love from one another.  You cannot receive such Godly love at any other 
time throughout the whole cycle.  So, you are full of all treasures, are you not?  Are you?  Raise your hands! 
 
Today, BapDada is seeing the children who are full, who are the masters of the treasures.  What emerges 
from His heart?  Wah children! wah!  Every child is loved by the Father.  There are many children and they 
are meeting Baba while sitting at different places.  They are seeing Baba.  However, today, BapDada is 
pleased to see His children, everywhere, far, far away who are full of all treasures and the children also 
remain happy on seeing the treasures.  Children remain constantly happy with the intoxication of the 
attainments.  The Father too is pleased to see the children and their fortune. 
 
Look, today, the Father also heard that everyone has arrived here, running with great happiness.  (More than 
26,000 brothers and sisters have come here.)  Baba also received the news that, because more than the 
estimated number of children has arrived, some have had to sleep in tents.  BapDada also saw the tents 
everywhere.  However, one speciality of this group is that, no matter who it is, whether it is someone 
eminent or small, someone special or ordinary, the Father saw that they do not sleep in a tent, but sleep on a 
bed of happiness.  The song playing in everyone’s heart is: Wah Baba! wah!  Some even had some 
difficulty, but where there is love, while sleeping on the floor, they are in the sky of happiness.  BapDada is 
especially congratulating this group.  Baba is seeing everyone’s face filled with happiness.  BapDada saw 
that everyone is also attending classes with great zeal and enthusiasm.  BapDada hears everything.  All the 
main heads of all the Zones that have come here, stand up!  Zone heads!  Are all the brothers and sisters you 
have brought here happy?  Raise your hands if they are happy!  It is good.  BapDada is also happy and is 
especially congratulating all of you.  In the future, BapDada will draw someone’s attention for this, but upon 
seeing the power of tolerance of all of you who have come, Baba is giving multimillion-fold love to each 
and every child.  All the children who have come now have shown a very good record of their tolerance and 
of remaining happy.  Did anyone fall sick?  Was anyone ill?  Generally, there are one or two anyway.  
However, for their power of tolerance, BapDada is especially giving those children a gift in the form of deep 
love from His heart.  What are we going to do now? 
 
(18,000 brothers and sisters have come from Bengal, Bihar, Assam, Orissa, Nepal and Tamil Nadu for 
their turn of service.) 
BapDada now wants to see every child as an intense effort-maker.  An intense effort-maker means one who 
is content with his own effort in every subject.  According to the present time, BapDada also wants to see 
from every child that the powers and happiness are visible on each child’s face, because, day by day, sorrow 
is definitely going to increase in the world.  However, at the time of such sorrow, upon seeing your happy 
face that is filled with divine virtues, they would also experience happiness for a short time.  Through every 
child’s face, they should experience that Godly love (sneh), Godly affection (pyar) – the love to increase 
their courage and to remain happy.  Some children say: We generally remain happy, but in our karma yogi 
life, there is a difference when we act.  There shouldn’t be any difference in your karma.  While performing 



actions, always pay this attention: I am a karma yogi soul.  I am a master of this body who is making this 
body function.  At every moment, whether you are performing actions or not, think: “I am a soul who is 
enabling the body to perform actions”.  As a soul, what type of soul am I?  I am the Father’s beloved son or 
daughter.  I am loved by God.  I am a master who is making this body function.  Let remembrance of the 
Father be constantly merged in your heart.  So, each one of you should check: Am I performing actions as a 
karma yogi?  As a karma yogi, my yoga is with the Father.  So, the Father always says: Follow the father.  
The Father is with us.  So, what is this group going to do?  Now, when you return to your own places, give 
others the experience of a happy face because today, happiness in the world is continuing to decrease and 
your face should give them the experience of happiness.  As you progress further, sorrow and peacelessness 
is definitely going to increase.   No one will have time to listen or to do courses, but your face should give 
them the experience of happiness.  This is possible, is it not?  Is it possible?  Raise your hands!  All of you 
who have come from all the different places have the aim of sharing happiness through your face – of being 
constantly happy, not just sometimes – The speciality of happiness is – while generally, when you give 
something to someone, yours will decrease.  If you have two things and you give one away, you will have 
one less.  However, if you give happiness to the whole world, will it decrease or increase?  You have such 
happiness!  So, now share your happiness with all souls.  You will have double benefit – yours will increase 
and theirs will also increase. 
 
So, today, specially remember this task: You have to share happiness.  If, for instance, your happiness goes 
away due to one reason or another, you can take happiness from the Father and remain happy yourself and 
give happiness to others.  So, what will all of you do now?  You were told earlier too – become intense 
effort-makers.  Not that you are just moving along, but you are flying.  Secondly, BapDada has drawn your 
attention that you must finish the word “Sometimes”.  You have happiness and you even say that you have 
happiness, but it sometimes finishes.  So, leave it behind, leave it here for all time, the word “Sometimes”.  
Can you leave it?  Will you leave it?  Raise your hands!  Will you leave it?  BapDada is giving all the 
children congratulations from now itself for constantly remaining happy.  Then, do not use the word 
“Sometimes” but always remain like that.  So, are all of you happy?  Are you happy?  Do you have the 
courage to remain constantly happy?  Those who believe that whatever sorrow and peacelessness you have 
sometimes, you will leave these behind this time, you will not take that back with you; those of you who 
believe that you have such courage, raise both your hands!  BapDada is very pleased.  Definitely, when the 
children maintain courage, the Father definitely helps.  A big zone has come and BapDada is also pleased to 
see them.  There has been a little difficulty, but you have at least come.  BapDada is also pleased to meet the 
children and BapDada always sings the song: Wah children! wah!  Achcha.  Now, each zone, stand up one 
by one! 
 
Tamil Nadu: BapDada is giving Tamil Nadu a special blessing: Always, whenever you are to carry out a 
task, before carrying out that task, first of all, take a special blessing from BapDada for the success of that 
task.  Be blessed by BapDada and then carry out that task and success will become your birthright.  Do not 
do this after carrying out the task.  If you first take the blessing and then carry out the task, success will then 
be with you.  It is good.  BapDada has seen that the majority of Zones are moving ahead very well in service 
with zeal and enthusiasm, and the busier you remain in service, the more you remain free from obstacles by 
receiving power during that time.  Even if any obstacles come, then you become victorious and overcome 
that obstacle.  All Zones are making good effort.  Seeing the aim of each Zone, BapDada is pleased and will 
constantly continue to make you happy.  OK. 
 
Nepal: BapDada is also pleased to see the result of this Zone. You have good enthusiasm for service and 
this is why BapDada is congratulating you for being constantly co-operative, for moving forward and for 
being blessed.  Continue to move forward and enable others to move forward.  BapDada is constantly with 
you.  Is everyone happy?  It is good.  There is expansion and expansion will continue to take place. 
 
Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Assam: This Zone is also moving forward very well in service and in increasing the 
numbers of students.  BapDada has seen that they have the special blessing of having courage.  Because of 
having courage, they have the Father’s help and will also have it in the future.  BapDada is happy and, 
together with that, Baba will constantly continue to tour around at amrit vela.  BapDada has seen that the 



centre’s location is a good means of increasing the numbers.  Because of your courage, BapDada is giving 
each of you a special blessing of your becoming constant companion. 
 
SpARC, Business, Sports, Education and Media Wing meetings: Half the hall is visible with them.  All 
of you, wave your hands!  Look how many there are!  Half the hall is of all of you.  It is good.  BapDada has 
seen that every Wing has zeal and enthusiasm and, because of zeal and enthusiasm, you create very good 
chances for service.  However, you still have to do one thing for BapDada.  All of those whom you have 
made the main instruments in every Wing, all the good helpers you have found, each Wing should first of all 
send a list of how many and who have become instruments from the time of establishing the Wing until now.  
Now, first of all, each of you has to send that list and we will then have a gathering of all of them.  Who has 
emerged and which group is larger?  Then, we will have a separate gathering of those of different 
occupations, but, first of all, send a list.  How many regular students has each one created?  How many are 
in contact with you?  How many are co-operative with you?  Baba should receive this list from every Wing.  
Even include those who have become co-operative - the list of those who are co-operative should also come.  
Then everyone will come to know the results of the zone.  This is a good thing, is it not?  Will you do it?  
You will have to make a list.  You will be given a programme after that because you are making effort.  
BapDada saw that those from the Wings are doing very good service in their own subject and the result is 
also good, BapDada is pleased.  It is very good and it will be good, and, upon seeing your result, others will 
also move forward.  Lots and lots of love and remembrance to all. 
 
Double foreigners: The gathering of those from abroad is looking very good.  You foreigners have made 
the title of BapDada very clear, and on seeing this, BapDada is very happy to see this because, while only 
Bharat was being served, Baba could not have the title of being the World Server, but, because of the service 
done abroad, the Father’s title of being the World Server was proved.  And one speciality that BapDada 
liked of the majority of foreigners was that earlier, they used to think it was difficult for them to change their 
culture, but upon seeing the result now, all are accustomed to Brahmin culture.  You have shown good 
power of transformation.  For this, BapDada is giving congratulations to all the children of all the places of 
double foreigners. 
 
All you foreigners abroad are expanding service in your own areas.  You are also paying attention to the 
smaller places and you also have attention on your self-progress.  BapDada also likes the programmes that 
you make of having meetings amongst yourselves in Madhuban.  Even now, so many have come and 
BapDada is pleased to see each and every child.  All Brahmins are also singing the song with the Father: 
Wah double effort-makers! wah!  BapDada is content that all of you jewels of contentment are also moving 
forward and will continue to move forward.  Om shanti. 
 
The gathering that has come now is making very good plans.  BapDada has both plans for your own stage 
and also for expansion of service.  You are paying attention and also have the enthusiasm to move forward.  
BapDada is happy, happy, happy.  Achcha. 
 
All the children from everywhere, whether from India or abroad, BapDada is seeing all the children 
everywhere – with how much zeal and enthusiasm you continue to meet the Father with love in spite of the 
time difference.  In spite of the time difference, they come with enthusiasm and this is why BapDada is 
pleased.  There is progress and BapDada is giving the blessing that there will continue to be progress.  You 
are doing very good service: Janak child is the instrument.  You are paying good attention.  BapDada also 
saw that your companions who are instruments are no less.  BapDada is giving special love and 
remembrance to all those who are instruments and will continue to receive them. 
 
To Ratanmohini Dadi: You are doing everything with responsibility.  You will soon receive the fruit of 
that.  BapDada is pleased. 
To Dadi Janki: You are doing everything.  (Gulzar Dadi is very good.)  You are very good friends. 
Mohiniben: Congratulations.  (Next time I will come running.)  It will happen, it is not a big thing.  (She 
gave BapDada a bouquet of flowers.) I am giving it to you. 



To Nirmal Shanta Dadi: You smile very well.  You have the power of service and are eating the fruit of 
your efforts.  You are doing very well.  Look at your zone.  Did you meet your zone?  Yes, you must meet 
your Zone. 
 
Dr. Gupta ji: It is good.  Service means the fruit.  It is not service, but the fruit. 
Nirwair bhai: You have performed wonders.  Your courage and the Father’s help.  Achcha. 
Brijmohan bhai: (We are holding a big programme in Delhi.  We would like both Dadis to come.  We have 
heard the news that there is going to be a big storm at that time and we are putting up tents there.)  Watch 
the drama as a detached observer and remain carefree.  Whatever is to happen will happen, but you will 
remain safe.  You know about it in advance and so make your arrangements accordingly.  (Shantiben is not 
well and has sent remembrances.) Give her special love and remembrance on behalf of BapDada.  
(Rukhmani Dadi has also sent remembrance) She has served Delhi well.  Also give her Baba’s 
remembrance.  (Ashaben and her companions are doing very good service.)  Everyone has good enthusiasm 
for service.  Everyone is doing everything together and congratulations for that.  (Any inspirations for the 
big programme?)  Baba’s inspiration is that anyone who comes should go back having taken something with 
them.  What should they take with them?  The vibrations of peace from the atmosphere.  They should go 
back with the vibrations of making progress. They listen to everything and they like it, but they should now 
go back with the inspiration to become good.  This is what we are trying to do. 
 
To Ramesh bhai: BapDada also hears about your service.  You are doing well and that will continue.  The 
plans that you are making as you continue to do everything practically will continue to increase.   
BapDada is giving everyone love and remembrance: convey these to everyone.  It is good.  BapDada saw 
that there is very good enthusiasm for service everywhere.  Now, there should be just this addition: Heirs 
and co-operative souls should emerge from all the programmes that you have, and by keeping connection 
with them in the future, enable them to move forward.  As they move forward, enable them to move further 
forward.  Continue in this way and they will move forward. 
 
Bhopal bhai: Everything is moving along fine. 
Mrutyunjaya bhai related to BapDada that the Vice chancellor of the University in Bhopal has signed a 
memorandum to start value-based education.  He has shown good zeal and enthusiasm.  BapDada also heard 
about this and is giving congratulations in advance.  Many souls will benefit. 
 
BapDada remotely inaugurated the Akola centre by pressing a remote button: Everyone has good 
enthusiasm.  Where there is zeal and enthusiasm, there is definitely progress in that. 
 
Brothers serving in the accommodation department: You have taken care very well.  All are content.  No 
one has complained; you have paid attention to this very well.  Congratulations for this. 
 
KunjDadi is not well and is in Ahmedabad: Specially send toli to her from BapDada.  She has courage 
and has the Father’s help.  Previously, she remained at a distance and so that increased.  Those who were 
looking after her were not so clever.  Now that she has come here (Ahmedabad), she will be fine. 
 
Nehaben: (She serves everyone with a lot of love.) BapDada is also pleased with your service.  So, consider 
yourself to be a jewel of contentment.  Your title is: A jewel of contentment. 
 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 



09/03/13     Avyakt BapDada     09/03/13 
 

Stay in the angelic stage the same as Father Brahma,  
give everyone the experience of happiness through your cheerful face and  
give away your remaining waste thoughts to the Father as a birthday gift. 

 
Today, BapDada is congratulating the children on their birthday.  The happiness of the birthday of the 
Father and their own birthday is visible in the eyes of each child.  The birthday today is very unique and 
lovely.  This wonderful jayanti of the Father and the children is simultaneous because the Father has come to 
create the sacrificial fire and Brahmins are definitely needed for the sacrificial fire.  This is why the birthday 
of the Father and the children is at the same time.  This birthday is a birthday for world transformation.  The 
Father is congratulating the children with love because this birthday is the birthday for world transformation.  
Since the beginning, children promised the Father that whatever darkness there is in the world, they are 
definitely going to make it filled with light.  
 
BapDada is seeing the sparkling light on the forehead of each child.  This light is making all souls light too 
and is bringing this world into light from darkness.  On this day, BapDada has a wish for all the children: All 
the children should make souls light through their faces and give the message for remaining constantly 
happy in this life.  This is what BapDada wants from every child on this day.  Every soul should experience 
peace and happiness, and every child should become an angel and give the angelic experience to the world.   
 
So, have all of you come here today to celebrate the birthday of the Father or your own birthday as well?  
Because the Father’s promise is: You will constantly remain together, return together and will come into the 
kingdom together.  Today, at amrit vela, Baba told all the children a diamond expression and that diamond 
expression is “My Baba” (Mera Baba).  Everyone noted this diamond expression.  No matter what happens, 
if you remember “Mera Baba (my Baba), sweet Baba, lovely Baba”, all your sorrow will then be 
transformed into happiness.  On this day, every child has to have the elevated thought of being in the angelic 
form, the same as the Father.  So, today, have you especially come to give greetings or to receive greetings?  
A gift is also given on a birthday.  So, what gift does BapDada want to take from you children today?  On 
this day, whatever waste thoughts you still have remaining in you, give them to the Father as a gift because 
waste thoughts make you waste a lot of your time.  So, can you give this gift?  Can you give it?  If you can 
give it, then raise your hands!  Because waste thoughts waste a lot of your time.  They do not allow you to 
experience happiness.  The Father wants the faces of all of you to remain constantly so cheerful that 
whoever sees you is inspired to become the same. 
 
So, on this day, have the determined thought that your face will always be visible like that of an angel, just 
like the face of Father Brahma.  No matter how much responsibility he had, you always saw his face as 
angelic.  For every child to become angelic, BapDada wants you to follow Father Brahma.  Whenever you 
perform any action, check: Did Father Brahma perform this action?  So, today, Father Brahma, is especially 
giving everyone a diamond gift “My Baba, sweet Baba, lovely Baba!”  On this day, constantly follow Father 
Brahma at every step, and have a constantly sparkling face.  Now, in one second, can you make yourself into 
a carefree emperor, the same as Father Brahma?  Can you do this?  Now, all of you remain stable in the 
stage of a carefree emperor.  Experience this and see for yourself.  Are you carefree or do you have some 
worries even now?  Those who have experienced being a carefree emperor, raise your hands!  (Everyone 
raised their hands.)  Very good!  All of you keep this aim: Whatever steps I take, do I follow Father Brahma?  
No matter how much business he had, Father Brahma always stayed in the angelic form.  No matter how 
much responsibility he had, yet he demonstrated fulfilling that while being detached and loving.  So, what 
signal does this day give you today?  To be constantly detached and loved by all! 
 
BapDada is giving every child many, many congratulations for this day.  Today, everyone should have the 
elevated thought: Whatever actions I perform, I will follow Father Brahma.  I will remain happy and share 
happiness.  Today, BapDada is giving everyone a gift for this unique and lovely birthday: May you be 
constantly angelic, the same as Father Brahma.  Achcha. 
 
Which Zone has come today?  (It is the turn of Indore and Bhopal Zones to serve.) 



Indore Zone: BapDada saw that each Zone is expanding very well and all are moving forward day by day in 
their efforts.  BapDada is giving congratulations for success in their efforts to the whole Zone.  You will 
continue to move forward in the same way.  This is a blessing that BapDada is giving to you in advance.  It 
is good.  BapDada is pleased with the children’s courage.  Even now, you will continue to move forward in 
BapDada’s love.  This is BapDada’s love and a blessing too: You will continue to move forward and enable 
others to move forward.  BapDada saw that each of you has the thought in your mind: We want to keep 
moving ahead and ahead and are moving too.  Congratulations for that.  It is like that, is it not?  Teachers!  
Teachers, raise your hands!  Wah!  It is good.  With your constant courage, you receive BapDada’s help.  
You have had good courage.  You have prepared very good children of the Father and will constantly 
continue to make them move forward.  BapDada is pleased.  Look, half the class is of just the one Zone. 
 
Bhopal Zone: Achcha.  You have had good courage.  BapDada is especially congratulating all the children 
who have come from this Zone.  Both Zones have kept good courage.  BapDada is pleased to see this.  
Achcha.  Both Zone-heads, raise your hands!  You are moving ahead very well and will continue to do so.  
BapDada is pleased with your courage.  Service is expanding and your zeal and enthusiasm is also growing.  
BapDada is pleased with both Zones.  You will definitely show wonders.  You are showing them and will 
continue to show them.  BapDada is pleased.  Achcha.  Teachers, raise your hands!  You are waving your 
flags very well.  You may wave them.  It feels good.  When you bring some uniqueness; it feels good.  
Everyone’s flags are flying ahead of you and will continue to fly.  Achcha.  Pandavas are no less.  Pandavas, 
raise your hands!  Very good.  When children have courage, the Father definitely helps. 
 
Double-foreign brothers and sisters have come from 70 countries: What title has BapDada given you 
instead of “double foreigners”?  Double effort-makers.  The result is also visible because your attention is 
now growing very well for effort and service.  BapDada is doubly pleased upon seeing the double-foreign 
children because when the children abroad first started to come here, their attention used to be drawn to the 
culture; that this is the Indian culture and that is the foreign culture.  However, now, BapDada has seen that 
all are now moving along in the one Brahmin culture, and you are moving along so easily that BapDada is 
congratulating you: Wah children! Wah!  You are showing wonders in your transformation and will 
continue to show wonders in the future too.  BapDada is seeing this future too.  It is a wonder!  The service 
plans that all of you are making together now are very good.  Seeing your efforts, plans and results, 
BapDada is very, very, very happy.  BapDada saw that you have made good programmes to pay attention to 
the self and service.  BapDada comes to know everything.  This is why BapDada is congratulating those of 
you from abroad for the plans of your efforts and for putting them into a practical form.  The result is good; 
BapDada likes it from the heart.  BapDada is congratulating both: Those who are enabling others to move 
forward and also those who are moving forward.  Madhuban has also become a place with a lot of splendour 
due to the double foreigners.  BapDada is giving special congratulations for both: For your efforts and for 
the service.  As for moving ahead too, BapDada is seeing that you will continue to move forward and that 
you also enable others to move forward. 
 
Today, BapDada was especially remembering the Madhuban residents, those from up the mountain and 
also those from down below.  BapDada saw that the majority of you worked hard and it comes from the 
heart.  Those who do everything with their hearts receive many, many congratulations from the Comforter of 
Hearts.  Achcha, those from Madhuban, those up above and down below, stand up!  Today, each of you 
Madhuban residents should experience that you are receiving personal congratulations from BapDada by 
name.  In the future too, you will continue to receive congratulations.  BapDada has many, many hopes for 
this.  Congratulations.  Congratulations.  Congratulations. 
 
To Dadi Janki: You are also from Madhuban.  She goes around on a tour, but, otherwise, she is a resident 
of Madhuban.  It is good.  BapDada saw that all three Dadis are moving along very well in service while 
paying attention to everything.  You are not just moving along, you are running along.  Each Pandava, each 
sister, specially accept congratulations for yourself.  Along with this, BapDada is also giving special 
congratulations, as well as love, to all those who are instruments in service.  Madhuban is Madhuban.  Look, 
there are so many good serviceable ones.  BapDada is pleased.  Certain things happen sometimes, but the 
total result is good and will remain the best of all.  Is that OK?  Those from Madhuban say that BapDada 
does not see them.  Today, Baba saw you.  He continues to see you from His heart.  Achcha.  



Congratulations, congratulations to everyone for this birthday.  Congratulations to those from abroad too.  
BapDada continues to see you every day, but, because there are many of you, He continues to see you 
through drishti.  You are doing good service.  BapDada saw that the bhandara (new kitchen) is very good.  
You have made it well.  Congratulations.  Congratulations to Nirwair.  Congratulations to the companions 
too.  Congratulations to all those who have become instruments.  BapDada saw that you have worked very 
well.  According to the present time, that salvation is good.  Today, BapDada is giving special 
congratulations to each one sitting in the gathering, no matter where you may have come from and to both 
the Zones, they are small, but are strong.  You are performing good wonders.  BapDada is pleased with both 
Zones and will always remain pleased. 
 
(Nirwairbhai told Baba that everyone was watching BapDada on the Peace of Mind TV Channel.)  Very 
good.  Is your health OK?  You are moving forward well and will continue to do so. 
 
Look, BapDada is saying good morning to each one and also saying good night to each one.  He is not 
saying this superficially, but with His heart.  There is no child who does not have love for the Father and the 
Father also has love for every child.  Even if they become a little slack, nevertheless, after a little here and 
there for a while, they become OK.  They have good love.  BapDada is seeing that everyone has deep love in 
their hearts for BapDada.  This is why Baba is making them move forward and they will continue to move 
forward.  BapDada is remembering each one.  It isn’t that Baba is not mentioning their names...  However, 
whether each one of you is in Madhuban or in your own Zone, it doesn’t take the Father long.  It doesn’t 
take Him long to love everyone.  This is why all of you should experience BapDada to be saying good night 
to all of you.  Whether you say it or not, BapDada definitely says it.  The Father has love for you!  No matter 
what happens, BapDada tours around all the children at night.  How much time does it take BapDada to tour 
around?  He does that very quickly because He is in the angelic form, isn’t He?  So, each one of you should 
understand that BapDada says good night and also says good morning.  Whether you say that or not, 
BapDada definitely says that!  Achcha. 
 
Those from Madhuban, raise your hands!  Those from Madhuban do not have any more complaints, do 
you?  BapDada definitely remembers you, and, no matter how many have come, you definitely have to look 
after all of them, do you not?  Whether each one of you is from the foreign land or from India, BapDada 
cannot stay without remembering you children.  So, on the birthday today, Shiva Jayanti, many, many, many 
congratulations.  Congratulations! 
 
Now, BapDada wants each child to sit in powerful remembrance for five minutes with no thoughts.  Achcha.  
Every day, continue to have the experience of being completely bodiless for five minutes every now and 
then, because the times that are to come will be very delicate.  At such a time, if you do not have this 
practice, if you do not have controlling power, you will not be successful.  This is why you definitely have 
to practice being bodiless for two minutes, one minute or five minutes, every now and then according to your 
timetable: have controlling power.   All those near by, those from this land, those from abroad, BapDada is 
seeing that, at this time, the attention of the majority of children is on Madhuban.  So, continue to practise 
this daily.  Such a time will come when this practice will be very essential.  Therefore, according to your 
own time, definitely practise being bodiless. 
 
To all the children everywhere, wherever you are, BapDada is personally giving love and remembrance to 
everyone.  Congratulations.  Congratulations.  Congratulations.  Achcha. 
 
To Mohiniben: Congratulations.  You have developed the practice of conducting yourself very well and this 
is good.  Achcha, the one who looks after her is good.  She is doing good service.  It is good, very good.  
You are doing service and eating the fruit.  Achcha. 
 
(Brijmohan bhai sent lots of remembrance from Delhi.  The photos that he had sent of the mela that is 
taking place there were shown to BapDada.) 
To Nirwair bhai: All three brothers are good and all your companions are also good. 
To Ramesh bhai: Is your health OK?  The programme in Bombay was good.  You are looking after your 
health and moving along well.  It is good. 



To Bhupal bhai: You have the Father’s company at every step.  Very good. 
To the senior sisters from abroad: There is splendour because of you.  (Jayantiben said: It is because of 
you.) So many have come, and so the attraction of all of you has pulled them here.  Nevertheless, those who 
are instruments do have attraction.  Service is going well.  Congratulations. 
(Shantiben has reached America safely.)  She will be fine. 
(Murli Dada is in hospital)  Send him some fruit. 
(Par Dadi (Dadi Nirmal Shanta) is also in hospital.) It is good for as long as she continues.  BapDada 
continues to see everything.  (Send fruit to all those who are unwell.) 
(Dr. Vinailaxmi from Global Hospital left her body today.) Baba received remembrance of that soul. 
 
BapDada Himself hoisted His flag and gave congratulations to all the children. 
BapDada is sitting in the hearts of all of you.  He is always with you.  The day will also come when, seeing 
the Father’s flag, everyone will feel: This is my Father.  It will emerge from everyone’s lips: My Father, my 
sweet Father, my lovely Father has come.  Very good.  Everyone has hoisted the flag in their hearts.  
BapDada is seeing every child.  It isn’t that you are sitting at the back or that you are sitting in a corner.  
BapDada is seeing you all and giving each one of you lots of love from His heart.  Whether you are at the 
back or here, you are especially beloved by the Father.  Is that right?  Those from Madhuban are close.  
Look, today, all those from Madhuban are flying.  Look at them all.  Achcha. 
 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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With the awareness of God (Bhagwan, the Creator of Fortune)  
and fortune (bhagya), remain constantly cheerful and make others cheerful.   

Let anything wasteful be the past (ho li) and become holy (pure). 
 
Today, BapDada is pleased on seeing the fortune of all the children.  The sparkling star of the greatest 
fortune is visibly sparkling on everyone’s forehead.  Everyone’s forehead is shining.  Along with that, the 
sparkle of the versions of knowledge is visible on their lips.  Such a beautiful smile is sparkling on 
everyone’s lips.  A sparkle of the image of being merged in the love of the Father, the Comforter of 
Hearts, is visible in each one’s heart.  The sparkle of the treasures of knowledge is visible in everyone’s 
hands.  The sparkle of multimillions at every step is visible at each one’s feet.  Speak!  Such great fortune 
is sparkling with much sparkle.  Just think how such great fortune was created.  The Father, the Bestower 
of Fortune, Himself, created that fortune.  The Bestower of Fortune, Himself, has created your fortune. 
So, you continue to be happy on seeing your fortune, do you not?  Wah fortune!  You continue to look at 
your fortune every day at amrit vela, do you not?  The confluence age is the age for creating fortune. 
 
BapDada sees, and continues to be pleased on seeing, every child’s fortune,.  This is why it is sung: If you 
want to see fortune, look at the fortune of the God’s children.  All of you are also happy on seeing your 
own fortune, are you not?  What emerges from your heart?  Wah my fortune!  Seeing your own fortune, 
you have enthusiasm for other souls.  You also have mercy, but you have enthusiasm for the fortune of 
each one of those souls to become bright too.  BapDada saw that everyone has attained fortune, but that 
you experience the happiness and bliss of that fortune numberwise.  The faces of many children are visible 
as being full of fortune.  To such children, even the Father says in His loving form: Wah fortunate 
children! Wah!  Do you experience happiness?  Nod.  Do you?  Achcha, wave your hands!  Wah! 
BapDada has told you many times that the Father checks all the children, as to whether they are constantly 
embodiments of fortune, or only sometimes.  Those of you who feel that you are constantly fortunate and 
continue to make others fortunate, raise your hands!  Even those sitting at the back are raising their hands! 
BapDada is seeing you.  Congratulations!  The face of a fortunate one will be constantly happy and will 
have the fortune of happiness.  So, each one should check the self: Did I remain happy-natured and feel the 
fortune of happiness from amrit vela till night?  Your happiness should never ever decrease.   BapDada has 
seen that some children remain happy-natured such that others also change on seeing their face. 
 
Today, BapDada wants to take back one word from the children.  Are you ready?  Are you ready?  Raise 
your hands if you will give that!  You will not take it back then!  Raise your hands!  Raise your hands after 
thinking very well and carefully considering it.  Some children say to BapDada: I do remain an 
embodiment of power and happy natured, but only sometimes.  BapDada does not like this word 
“sometimes” because the Father has deep love for every child.  The Father does not like the word 
“sometimes”.  You should always be seen as being equal to the Father.  There are such children, too, but 
the Father wants every child to be constantly flying in happiness, to be constantly smiling with spirituality 
and also making others smile.  Do you like this?  Do you like the word “always” or “sometimes”?  Those 
who like the word “always” and are that practically, raise your hands!  Those at the back, wave your 
hands, because, today, you have come to celebrate Holi, have you not?  Holi means that which has already 
happened, that which is past.  The future is always elevated and will always remain so.  Each child has had 
the thought: I am with the Father and will always remain with the Father.  BapDada is also pleased. 
BapDada also does not like to be alone, He likes to be with all the children.  BapDada has said many 
times: Never lose your happiness.  He has even told you: There is nothing else as magical as happiness. 
You know this, do you not?  Everything else decreases when you give it, but when you give happiness to 
someone, will it decrease or increase?  Therefore, such happiness which constantly continues to increase -
never let go of it!  Anyone who sees your face should see it to be always happy-natured.  Situations do 
come.  What does Kaliyug, the iron age, mean?  Why do you call it the iron age?  There would be conflict 
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and suffering and that is why you call it the iron age, do you not?  However, what do we have to do in it? 
Transformation!  Do not get caught up in the situations, but transform those situations and remain 
constantly ever-ready for service.  So, you constantly remember your fortune, do you not?  By 
remembering God (Bhagwan, the Creator of Fortune) and fortune (bhagya), your face will remain 
constantly cheerful and anyone who sees your cheerful face will become even more cheerful. 
 
Today, BapDada is reminding all the children: Always remain cheerful and make others cheerful.  All the 
children have arrived in Madhuban.  BapDada saw that some even had to sleep in tents.  Those who were 
sleeping in the tents, raise your hands!  There are very few.  They are at the back.  Achcha.  While staying 
in the tents, did your happiness disappear or were you happy?  Those who were in the tents, raise your 
hands!  Did you remain happy?  Some are even sitting outside.  The child (Dadi Gulzar) went on a tour 
and they were staying in many places.  However, BapDada says to them that they are staying in 
BapDada’s heart.  The Comforter of Hearts (Dilaram) and your heart.  The Comforter of Hearts was 
sleeping with you.  You cannot tell anyone not to come.  You have to welcome them.  Did anyone in a tent
have any difficulty?  Anyone who had any difficulty, raise your hands!  None of you is raising your hand. 
On behalf of everyone, those who are in the tents will receive a multimillionfold right in the world of 
happiness and peace.  They are very courageous.  BapDada saw that you have love for the Father and that 
because of that love you did not experience any difficulty.  However, there must of course have been some
difficulty.  BapDada is pleased.  Welcome!  You have come.  Welcome to your home! 
 
Now perform this wonder.  This is a wonder of the power of tolerance, and thanks for that.  However, for 
the future, each one of you has love for the Father, and the Father also has love for the children, so the 
Father feels that, at the very least, each of you children should be like Father Brahma in your renunciation, 
tapasya and service.  Do you agree?  You have to follow Father Brahma.  Are you ready?  Raise both your 
hands for this!  Very good!  Congratulations! 
 
Now, all of you together have this determined thought.  You are ready, are you not?  Baba is not going to 
ask you to raise your hands again and again.  BapDada has the faith that the children are good. 
Sometimes, there are some obstacles in your efforts, but your intellect has firm faith that Baba and you are 
combined and will remain combined.  Did Baba speak correctly?  Nod!  All of you who have come from 
your places, mentioning each one’s name and bringing your face in front of Him, BapDada is giving each 
child a blessing: Whenever any situation arises - something that according to the law should not happen 
but does happen - then, at that very moment, remove it from your heart and give it to the Father.  The 
Father Himself will take care of it.  You know how to give it, do you not?  Do you know how to give it? 
Nod to show that you know how to give it!  You know how to take, so do you also know how to give it? 
 
Today is Holi and you have come to celebrate Holi, have you not?  What is the meaning of Holi?  Ho li. 
Whenever any situation takes place, it was in the past.  Do not keep it in your heart.  The gift of Holi is
that whenever any wasteful situation arises, just let go of it.  Ho li – it was in the past.  Constantly do ho li 
(let it be in the past) and become holy (pure).  One is Hindi and one is English.  There are two words.  Do 
ho li and become holy.  Make a promise in your heart that you will never lose your happiness.  Can you do 
this?  That you will never lose your happiness?  Those who can do this, raise your hands!  Those who have 
made this promise, congratulations, congratulations, congratulations from BapDada’s heart!  Achcha. 
What have you made for Holi?  Have you made anything? 
 
It is the turn of UP, Benares and West Nepal for service: Welcome to your home!  All of you 
constantly have this thought: I definitely have to become the same as Father Brahma.  Follow Brahma 
Baba.  When you have any task, then check whether Father Brahma did that.  You have a list of those 10 
points.  In those 10 points, see what the things are that Father Brahma did.  You have to follow Father 
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Brahma.  To all of those groups that have come, BapDada is giving you special congratulations.  BapDada 
saw that each group has a lot of zeal and enthusiasm for definitely doing this and demonstrating it.  Each 
group has such power that they can demonstrate this by doing it.  BapDada is giving each group many, 
many, many, many congratulations.  Baba is also blessing each group to continue to move forward in 
every subject of service.  BapDada is giving all the groups this blessing to move forward.  You have come 
last but will go fast.  You have this courage, do you not?  You are good.  BapDada is seeing that you have 
zeal and enthusiasm.  BapDada is pleased that each group is returning from here having filled themselves 
with zeal and enthusiasm.  If you have this zeal and enthusiasm permanently, you will definitely show 
wonders.  BapDada is seeing all the groups as those in whom there is hope and who are victorious. 
BapDada is giving each and every one the blessing for their good wishes and pure feelings. 
 
The Five Wings: Rural Development, Medical, Transport, Administration and Youth Groups have come. 
BapDada saw that each Wing is moving forward in service with a lot of zeal and enthusiasm and that you 
are also receiving success in service.  This is why, however much service you have done while being 
hopeful, you have done that well and in future too, with your zeal and enthusiasm, make the heirs emerge
now.  That list has not yet come.  From the time that the Wings started functioning until now, many good 
ones have come into relationship and connection and BapDada is congratulating you for that.  However, if 
any heir-quality souls have emerged, then bring them in front of BapDada.  BapDada saw that the service 
is good.  No one steps backwards in service.  You are moving forward and BapDada is pleased.  You have 
become busy.  Each one of you is making one programme or another of your own.  Even now, wherever 
you had the programmes for Shiv Ratri, they were good and the result is good.  You had big programmes 
and also small programmes.  Delhi and Bombay had big programmes and you did it from your heart. 
BapDada is congratulating them. 
 
To Nizar bhai: You are doing well.  BapDada likes the result and the plans that you are making for the 
future are also good.  The result is good.  You are doing it with zeal and enthusiasm.  Continue to do that. 
You have become an instrument.  Although it is the Father who is making it happen, those who do it by 
being instruments also receive BapDada’s love and remembrance. 
 
800 double foreign brothers and sisters have come from 65 countries: Double congratulations to the 
double foreigners.  BapDada is especially pleased with one thing about the foreigners.  The foreigners take 
a lot of benefit from Madhuban.  You may be far away but you make good plans for taking benefit from
Madhuban.  Everyone is refreshed.  You also make service plans and you bring great zeal and enthusiasm 
for service too.  BapDada heard the result.  BapDada liked it.  You gave attention to the groups and 
refreshed them well, so continue to do it and expand it in the same way.  Those from different countries 
come to Madhuban and make good plans for service and have zeal and enthusiasm for their stage.  So, 
there is the meeting and also a good wave of self-progress that is visible.  This is why BapDada likes 
“double effort-makers”, not double foreigners, but double effort-makers.  You make such plans.  The plans 
that you have made of being close to Madhuban while being abroad are very good.  Congratulations! 
Congratulations!    Congratulations!  BapDada saw that the foreign lands are no less in service.  Just as 
India is moving ahead with different programmes, in the same way, the foreigners also make very good 
programmes every year, and they also put the plans they have made into practical form.  This is why, on 
behalf of the Indian brothers and sisters, BapDada is especially congratulating you. 
 
2000 Teachers have come in this group: Everyone turn around and look back!  Wave your hands!  It is 
good.  Teachers have become instruments to take service ahead as much as possible.  BapDada saw that 
the majority of you make plans for service.  However, each zone should definitely have one or two 
programmes with all of you together.  What will happen through that?  You will have a good chance of 
meeting one another and you will also have a chance of being co-operative with one another.  You are 
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doing service, not that you are not doing service.  You are doing it and will continue to do so.  BapDada 
now wants each Zone to get together and have a big programme.  You continue to have little programmes, 
but everyone should come to know that service is happening in this area too.  Continue to have one 
programme or another and continue to move forward.  BapDada calls the Teachers His companions.  As
the Father, so the teachers. Continue to move ahead as much as possible, like the Father.  Continue to 
make others move forward. 
 
Some VIP guests are sitting in the gathering and Brother Anna Hazare (Leader of the Anti-
Corruption Campaign) has also come.   You have reached your home.  It is good.  By coming here 
personally, you saw, you heard, and by doing this, you came closer and will continue to come closer in the 
future.  You did well.  You heard everyone and you also shared.  BapDada is giving special remembrance 
to everyone.  This one is an instrument, but BapDada is giving all of you special love from His heart and 
congratulations for coming to your own home.  Achcha. 
 
All the children in all directions are seeing and also hearing.  BapDada is pleased that the facilities of 
science are giving children the experience of happiness and that is why BapDada also told you children 
earlier that science will co-operate with you a great deal.  It is giving co-operation and it will continue to 
do so in the future too.  BapDada is seeing how everyone is trying to see personally and they also continue 
to experience and so, congratulations are given to the scientists too, because you children have received 
this salvation (facility).  Everyone watches and also listens.  The majority are taking benefit from this and 
that is why BapDada is pleased to see the zeal and enthusiasm of the children.  Wherever the children are 
living, congratulations, congratulations to everyone on this day of Holi.  You are holy, you will remain 
holy and you are establishing a holy world and everyone will remain happy in it.  To each and every child, 
to everyone sitting far away and experiencing being close, lots and lots of love and remembrance.  To
those who are sitting having liberated themselves from the facilities of science and have adopted some 
other means, lots and lots of love and remembrance to you too.  While sitting far away, all the children are 
close to the Father.  You are seeing and BapDada is also seeing, so congratulations, congratulations, 
congratulations for Holi! 
 
To the Dadis: Each one is specially loved.  Each one of you has a right from the heart and is claiming 
your right.  (Dadi Janki hugged BapDada.) Love to everyone. 
 
To Mohiniben: You are doing well.  You have great courage.  Where there is courage, there is definitely 
also help. 
 
To Rukmaniben:  You are very courageous.  You did well.  The result of her (Dadi Nirmal Shanta) 
sustenance is good.  Whatever happened was the drama.  Her age too was old. 
 
To Vidyaben (from Kanpur): You have come with a lot of courage.  You did well.  Your karmic account 
is settled.  You are an instrument for service.  It is good.  It was the drama.  With the drama, there is 
nothing to worry about.  Carefree! 
 
Sunderlalbhai (from Delhi, Harinagar): You have been an instrument from the beginning.  Remain 
carefree.  There is a little worry.  You have come here and so get yourself checked.  It is possible that you 
do not need to have an operation. 
 
To the three senior brothers who presented their bouquets to BapDada: Baba saw that the service in 
Bombay and Delhi was good.  The aim that you had was well achieved.  (Good service also took place in 
Hyderabad.)  Send congratulations to those in Hyderabad.  Send them toli.  The serviceable child (Justice 
Ishwariyabhai) is good.  He is well-known. 
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(The facilities of science are good, but obstacles also come.)  This is not our kingdom, and so there will be 
certain things that happen.  Meet together and create a method to deal with things.  Whatever has been 
created will definitely move forward. 
 
Increase everyone’s zeal and enthusiasm and service.  There are small centres and also big ones. 
(What newness should there be in service?) Bring the newness of bringing closer those who come.  At the 
very least, they should become students.  Those who only come sometimes should increase their contact 
with you.  They should want to come.  Such should be the result of those who come.  Now they come, say 
it is good and go away.  Now bring them close!  At the very least, even if they do not become students, 
they should become those who come, those who meet and who listen.  At least they should listen to the 
murli. 
 
(Can we have the topic “God has come!?”) You can have it, but first give them something.  Do not just say 
the Father has come, He has come!  This is said with some reason.  (Topics such as Inner Peace, Inner 
Harmony etc. can be chosen.)  You can have any topic.  Nevertheless, sit together and discuss it.  You can 
find many topics by sitting together. 
 
A new website http://learnmeditationonline.org has been created where anyone can take the 
meditation course on-line.   If everyone has passed it, then you may continue with it.  It is done well. 
BapDada is pleased.  Whatever has been done is beneficial. 
 
(A garland of 11 thousand grains of pre-fluffed rice with ‘Om shanti’ written on each one was presented to 
BapDada.)                                               * * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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With good wishes, be co-operative with one another, remain free from obstacles 
and make everyone free from obstacles. Remain constantly happy and make everyone happy. 

 
Today, the Master of all Treasures is pleased to see His children who are full of all treasures and “Wah 
children! Wah!” emerges from His heart.  The sparkle of the attainment of treasures is sparkling on the 
face of each child.  The sparkle of the fullness of the treasures is visible in the majority of children. 
BapDada is singing the praise of each and every child: Wah children! Wah!  Speak!  You are wonderful 
children, are you not?  The Father said and the children did.  The Father says that the sparkle of being a 
master of the treasures should be visible on the face and forehead of each child.  Seeing this on all the 
children who have a right to the treasures, BapDada is pleased and so what song does He sing?  Wah 
children! Wah!  Just as today, there is the sparkle of the fullness of treasures on each one’s face, so it 
should always remain like this.  For anyone who looks at you, your face should speak - you don’t need to 
say anything.  So, constantly check: Just as your face is sparkling now, does it remain like that all the 
time?  It should be that for anyone who looks at you, your face should speak.  You don’t need to say 
anything; your face should speak.  Similarly, they should be visible as those who are constantly full of all 
treasures, whether they are performing actions, having yoga or staying in remembrance of the Father. 
Each one of you can remain with your face sparkling as it is now, can you not?  Because, nowadays, as 
time progresses, so too, according to the situations, tension will also increase.  So, your faces will make 
them happy.  Each child has to make such preparations to do such service.  What are the treasures?  You 
know them, do you not?  The special treasures are knowledge, yoga and dharna and so check these within 
yourself. 
 
In today’s gathering, BapDada is especially looking at the children who are filled with the treasures.  In 
fact, nowadays, the most elevated treasure of all is the time of the confluence age because, at the present 
time, the Father Himself comes in the relationships of the Father and the Guru.  At the present time, the 
Father Himself is making the children full of all treasures.  So, speak!  You have love for this time, do you 
not?  So, all of you should check: Have I accumulated all the treasures within myself?  Am I distributing 
all the treasures like the Father?  Those of you who believe that you also have a right to the treasures, the 
same as the Father, raise your hands!  BapDada is pleased.  The majority of you are raising your hands. 
BapDada is congratulating every child on being full of treasures.  It is good.  BapDada is pleased to see 
His children who are full of treasures. 
 
Seeing all the children who have come from everywhere, BapDada is welcoming each and every child. 
Just as all of you are presently visible as full of happiness, do you always remain like that?  No matter 
what situations arise, they should not take away the happiness of our treasures.  Just as your face now is 
filled with happiness and love, so it should always remain like that.  Speak! Can it remain like that?  Those 
who feel that it will always remain like that - the past is past but, from now on, it will always remain like 
that - raise your hands!  Look, all of you are raising your hands.  The majority of you are raising your 
hands.  So, whenever any situation arises, your face should always remain like that.  At least nod!  Will it 
remain like that?  Will it?  Then, everyone who looks at you will see who has come.  Seeing all of you, 
they will at least become half happy (50% happy).  Achcha.  Which zones have come today? 
 
It is the turn of Indore Zone to serve: Achcha.  Half the people standing up in the hall are from Indore 
Zone.  Wah children! Wah!  It is good.  Seeing every child, BapDada is applauding with happiness.  Just 
as the faces of all of you are happy today, so they should always remain like that when you return home. 
Make this promise to yourself.  Look, you like this, do you not?  Keep a wilted face and also keep a 
smiling face; which would you like?  You would like the smiling face, would you not?  So, from today, all 
the children, not just the Zone, but all the children should make a promise in your hearts that you will 
always remain happy and make everyone happy because there is no nourishment like happiness.  BapDada 
has told you about the wonder of happiness many times.  There is so much wonder in just happiness. 
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Look, whenever you share anything, then there is that much less of it for yourself, but if you share 
happiness, would it decrease?  It would increase, would it not?  This is BapDada’s slogan.  Remember it!
Write down here (on your forehead): I have to remain happy and make others happy.  Do you like it? 
Those who like it, raise your hands!  Seeing all of you happy children, others will become so happy.  So, 
make a firm promise.  What should you do?  We will remain happy and share happiness.  Is this firm?  Or, 
if something happens here, will your happiness disappear?  No.  There is nothing that can make your 
happiness disappear.  From today, all of you should check this.  Do not allow your happiness to go.  Do 
you have this power?  If so, raise your hands!  Achcha.  Just be careful.  Those from your Zone and your 
centre are seeing your hands.  BapDada is pleased.  You have maintained courage.  Your courage and the 
Father’s help will remain together.  Everyone’s photo is being taken, is it not?  Then, also give this photo
to this Zone.  If those who have come want this photo, give it to them.  Your faces should always remain 
as they are today.  Do all of you agree that you will always remain happy and share that happiness?  Do 
you agree?  Raise both your hands!  Achcha.  Remember this photo of yours. 
 
BapDada now wants any people who see any one of you from a distance to smile, and on seeing your 
happy face they themselves should also become happy.  Will you do this service?  Will you?  Achcha, 
raise your hands!  The Father is saying: Wah children! Wah!  From today, this should happen for anyone 
who suddenly comes to any place, and BapDada will also send someone.  BapDada does not want to see 
the children’s faces as ordinary.  So, you want to please BapDada, do you not?  Will you?  All of you are 
saying “Yes indeed” from your heart.  Now, each centre should check your companions.  Do not say 
anything.  Do not ask “Why?” or “What?”, but let your face be filled with such love that they become 
quiet.  You will do such service, will you not?  You have to remain like that and also make others become 
like you.  When someone suddenly comes to any centre they should experience themselves to have come 
to a place of happiness.  Where there is happiness, there is everything.  Generally, what do they say 
whenever someone is taking leave?  Stay happy and prosperous!  So, now, BapDada will send anyone 
secretly and see because all of you children are the children of the highest on high Father.  BapDada is also 
pleased to see the children and is congratulating you from His heart.  Constantly stay happy and 
prosperous.  Today, BapDada is seeing that many new ones have also come. 
 
Those who have come for the first time today, raise your hands!  Look, there are so many!  BapDada is 
congratulating all those who have come.  You have come before the time of “too late”, but you now have 
to show wonders.  Do you have this courage?  Those who have come for the first time, stand up.  Look! 
Did everyone see how many have come?  Achcha. 
 
150 Kumaris have come from the Indore Hostel: It is good.  BapDada is pleased.  Each kumari will 
emerge from here as a serviceable jewel.  Do all of you have courage?  If you have courage, raise your 
hands!  When children have courage, the Father definitely helps.  BapDada is also pleased.  BapDada’s 
thought of giving extra help always remains for the children who have courage.  All those who have come 
today, BapDada is giving special courage to each one.  Never be afraid!  As soon as you say, “Mera Baba” 
(My Baba), Baba will become present.  Just say it from your heart.  Do not say “Mera Baba” superficially. 
Baba also has love for the children.  With your courage, there is definitely help from the Father. 
 
This is the last meeting of this season, but for the next season everyone has to carry out two tasks.  Firstly, 
make your service place constantly free from obstacles with constant good wishes and pure feelings.  You 
remain free from obstacles and make everyone free from obstacles.  Do you agree?  Then raise your hands! 
You are raising your hands very well.  BapDada is pleased on seeing the hands, but keep the Father 
constantly happy.  Do not think and do not give Baba anything to think about!  Nevertheless, the Father is 
constantly happy and constantly gives blessings to every child: May you be immortal!  However, what are 
you especially going to do for next season?  BapDada’s thought is that every child definitely knows his
own weakness, whatever his particular weakness is.  You know your own weakness, do you not?  Finish 
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that weakness, whether it is waste thoughts or anger and then come.   Even a little bit of anger causes 
distress to the self and the place.  So, whatever weakness you have, finish that and then come.  Do you like 
this?  If you like it, then raise both your hands!  Wonderful!  Just as you are ever-ready in raising your 
hands, in the same way, also remain ever-ready in renunciation.  So, what type of gathering will there be 
next season?  One that is free from obstacles, and one that the Father likes.  Dadis, do you like this?  Raise 
your hands!  Now, we shall see.  To those at the centres: remind one another every night what you have 
promised!  Are you moving along according to your promise?  Ask with good wishes, not in the form of 
taunting.  With good wishes, be co-operative with one another and give one another signals with the good 
wishes of making one another move forward. 
 
So, what was today’s slogan?  We will remain happy and make others happy.  Do you like it?  Raise your 
hands if you like it.  Photographer, take their photo!  So today, whatever weaknesses you have, leave all 
of that in this hall before you go.  Do not take them with you.  Can you do this?  Raise your hands for this!
Congratulations!  Congratulations!  Congratulations!  Achcha. 
 
Double Foreigners: BapDada does not say “double foreigners”.  He calls you “double effort-makers”. 
You like this, do you not?  BapDada has seen that the double foreigners also have a very good method of 
bringing about transformation within themselves.  BapDada is pleased that the double foreigners are 
moving forward.  You will continue to increase your zeal and enthusiasm in your efforts.  You are going 
from here having made that promise.  It is like that, is it not?  You have made a promise, have you not? 
This time, Baba has seen that the double effort-makers with a good result have met each other, and have 
also had an elevated thought.  However, when you return, bring this thought into your awareness every 
day.  At night, when you go to sleep, check: is the thought that I had happening?  If it is not happening, 
then before going to sleep at night let the zeal and enthusiasm for the next day emerge and then go to 
sleep.  When you wake up in the morning check whether the thought you had is still emerged or whether it 
has merged even a little?  If it has merged, then bring it back with enthusiasm.  BapDada saw that there is 
a lot of difference in the foreigners and BapDada is also congratulating you from His heart, “Wah 
children! Wah!  (Wah Baba! Wah!)  BapDada feels that not a single child should be any less.  Each one 
should be ahead of the next, whether you are from this land or abroad.  BapDada is pleased with the means 
of progress that those from abroad have used in Madhuban.  You also take benefit from Madhuban and,
seeing that, Baba is pleased because this many foreigners cannot get together anywhere in foreign lands. 
However, by coming to Madhuban, all foreigners are progressing very well in taking benefit from
Madhuban.  BapDada is pleased on seeing this.  All of you from this land are also happy on seeing the 
efforts of the foreigners, are you not?  Look, everyone is happy with you.  It is good.  You have 
BapDada’s special congratulations.  Congratulations!  Congratulations! 
 
2000 Teachers have come: Teachers, raise your hands!  There are many teachers!  Teachers means those 
who show the future through their features.  BapDada loves the teachers very, very, very much from His 
heart because teachers are on duty, the same as the Father.  BapDada is pleased, but…. There is a “but”, 
but Baba will not tell you about that now.  Each teacher means one who reveals the Father through her 
features.  It is good.  BapDada sees the efforts that you are making, but you have still not fulfilled 
BapDada’s desire of making the centre free from obstacles.  Now, this year, try and do this.  Baba should 
receive a letter from everyone, “Our Zone is free from obstacles.”  Is this possible?  Is it possible?  You 
are not showing so much courage!  Now, this year, show this wonder!  You have this courage, do you not? 
You have the courage; it will happen.  BapDada is with you.  Nevertheless, BapDada is pleased on seeing 
your fortune.  Now, please Him even more.  You have understood.  Achcha.  What will you do next 
season?  Wear a garland of determined thoughts.  There is no need to tell you what BapDada wants. 
Whatever BapDada wants and what you also want, do that practically.  Is that all right?  Is that all right, 
teachers?  Raise your hands!  There are many teachers.  Wah teachers! Wah!  Achcha, you have been told 
what you have to do for the next season.  You definitely have to do it.  Everyone, say this loudly: We 
definitely have to do it.  BapDada would be so pleased: Wah children!  Wah! 
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Whatever weakness you have, you definitely have to renounce it.  Is it firm that you have to renounce it? 
Those who have the firm thought that you are definitely going to do it, raise your hands!  Achcha.  You 
have raised your hands very well.  BapDada is pleased on seeing your hands.  Now you have to claim a 
number in doing it.  So whatever thought you have this season should not just be a thought, but you 
definitely have to do it.  No matter what happens, you definitely have to change.  Have this determined 
thought.  Ultimately, you have to bring the time close.  You have to go to your kingdom, do you not?  You 
want to go there, do you not?  Raise your hands if you want to go.  Do you want to go?  So, we shall see. 
You definitely have to make preparations to go there.  Achcha. 
 
Lots and lots and lots of love and remembrance from BapDada to everyone.  Nowadays, with the facilities 
of science, everyone sees everything very closely.  BapDada’s love and remembrance to all those who are 
seeing and who are personally in front of BapDada.  BapDada is garlanding you with the garland of His 
heart.  Achcha.  Om shanti. 
 
To the Dadis:  BapDada is with you anyway.  (We are together, we will remain together and we will 
return together.)  This is a firm promise.  While you are here, you will remain well. 
 
To Mohiniben: Look, she has died alive.  It is good.  (I have your blessing.)  Everyone has blessings. 
(Gulzar Dadi also has them.)  This is why she is moving along. 
 
(Nirwair bhai gave thanks to Baba.)  Thank you child! 
 
 (Baba was shown the results of the mela in Delhi.)  The result is good. 
 
To Golakbhai: Keep yourself happy.  Whatever the situation is, hand that to the Father. 
 
To Rukmani Dadi: You will become well.  You have everyone’s love.  You have everyone’s love and 
also the Father’s love and love will make everything well.  (Yesterday she was saying that she has come to 
remove her debts.)  There are no debts.  Make the situation small, do not make it big.  Everything will be 
fine.  Achcha.   Love and remembrance to everyone. 
 
To the VIPs:  Now, you are not guests, you belong to the family.  Speak! You are from this family, are 
you not?  Raise your hands!  You are in the Father’s heart.  You have made the Father sit in your heart. 
He is the Comforter of Hearts, is He not?  So, seat Him in your heart.  Whatever happens, the Comforter of 
Hearts will give you co-operation.  All of you have come.  You have come to the place of Dilaram, the 
Comforter of Hearts.  Whatever desires you have in your heart, by coming here you have finished them. 
Meet the children, have an exchange and whatever is in your heart, finish that before you go, and fill your 
heart with pleasure when you go.  There is pleasure and more pleasure.  BapDada is congratulating you 
because you have come here.  BapDada is pleased.  You have reached your home, and you have now seen 
the way back home.  Now, continue to come and keep the connection and relationship going.  Achcha. 
Welcome!  BapDada is giving you love and remembrance. 
 
(A new building is being built in Dubai and BapDada inaugurated that with a remote control.) 
To Jyotiben, Dubai: Are your service companions OK?  Increase them!  You are close, are you not? 
Also, whatever power there is here, it reaches you.  Stay in pleasure.  Whatever task it is, say, “Baba, this 
is Your task, You do it!”  BapDada is your Helper. 
 
(A new auditorium is being built in Jaipur which BapDada inaugurated with a remote control.) 
Congratulations.  Achcha.  All of you are lost in deep love.  You are with the Father, you will stay with 
Him, return with Him and rule together.  Achcha. 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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According to the present atmosphere, do the service of giving powerful sakaash through the 

power of your mind. Transform the attitudes of others through your own attitude. 
 

The Father is receiving each child's love. In response to love, BapDada is also giving every child multimillion-
fold love. Each child is merged in love. Seeing the loving children, BapDada also repeatedly says in His heart: 
Wah children! Wah! The Father feels lonely without the children and the children feel very lonely without the 
Father. 
 

Today, the Father's love is merged in the forehead of each child. The Father's heart says: Each child is "Wah 
child!, Wah! - Today is the special day of a meeting for the double-foreign children. BapDada is pleased with 
the service abroad. The service in Bharat is no less, but, according to the present times, BapDada saw that the 
service abroad is also expanding very well. Very good children who were separated have come to claim their 
inheritance. Time is showing its scenes, but the children are moving ahead in their service, whether in this land 
or abroad. BapDada is pleased with the children's service and, on seeing the result of every elevated task, says 
from His heart: Wah children! Wah! The double foreign children are also no less in giving the message and 
introduction everywhere and the children of Bharat are also no less in service. BapDada is pleased on seeing the 
service of both. Along with this, you are numberwise in the stage of your minds. Now, BapDada wants you to 
become fast in both your own stage and in the stage of service. BapDada wants every child to remain constantly 
unshakeable and immovable and continues to move ahead. According to the atmosphere of the world, the 
majority of children need power of the mind to transform the atmosphere through powerful sakaash. Make the 
power of your mind even more powerful and with this power of your mind, it is essential to pay greater 
attention to transforming the influence that is there at the present time. According to the present time, instead of 
using the power to listen and explain to others, there is a need to transform the attitudes of others with your own 
attitude. BapDada saw that the power to transform the attitudes of others still has to be used more. 
 

So, today is a special day for the double foreigners. BapDada is giving multimillion-fold shabhash (saying well-
done) especially to the double foreigners. Why? Those from this land are also no less, but, according to the 
atmosphere abroad, they have brought about good expansion of service and this is why today is their special 
day. While touring around all the countries abroad, BapDada saw that the majority pay very good attention to 
service. Bharat is also no less. Those from Bharat are also creating various programmes and various means to 
create zeal and enthusiasm. Seeing the service, BapDada is pleased with both sides, but, according to the 
present atmosphere, there is a need to transform the atmosphere with the power of your mind. BapDada is 
pleased to see the enthusiasm of the children. 
 

Are each of you children, both from Bharat or abroad, happy with your own self-progress and progress in 
service? Now, there is a need to change the vibration and the atmosphere with the power of the mind. This will 
not happen by listening and speaking knowledge, but the good wishes of your mind can transform the attitudes, 
vision and actions of people. Today, BapDada is giving every child, whether from abroad or from this land, 
congratulations for the expansion of service. Achcha. 
 

Those from abroad also have very good gatherings among themselves and exchange of service and are moving 
forward very well. You get a very good chance in Madhuban to meet amongst yourselves, to have heart-to-heart 
conversations and to make plans for service. BapDada sees everything as to how children have made gatherings 
amongst themselves and are making service move forward. BapDada is congratulating you. Bharat is no less. 
BapDada continues to see both of them. There is very good zeal and enthusiasm for service on both sides and 
the result is also good. BapDada is pleased. Now, also pay attention to the method of becoming a self-sovereign 
and practically experiencing that method. Today, there is a need for bringing about transformation with the 
power of your mind and for fransforming the attitudes of minds. Like now, there is corruption and talk about 
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corruption everywhere; this atmosphere has to be transformed with the power of your mind and create zeal and 
enthusiasm in everyone's mind to have remembrance of God. Achcha. What are we going to do now? 
 

Group meetings 
UK, Europe, Middle East: Each and every jewel is great and a mahavir. BapDada is giving each mahavir child 
special love and remembrance from His heart. It is good that the gathering is getting bigger. Congratulations for 
that. Achcha. 
 

Australia, Asia: It is a good gathering. Seeing each child, BapDada is singing praise of each child in His heart: 
Wah children! Wah! 
 

Americas and the Caribbean: Seeing each child, seeing their fortune, wah each one's fortune! Baba is pleased 
on seeing this. Each one's praise is ahead of the next. It is good that you have come together in a gathering. 
However many steps you have taken, you have accumulated that many multimillions and BapDada is therefore 
giving multimillion-fold congratulations to each child, all those who are sitting here, whether from this land or 
abroad. 
 

Africa, Mauritius: Wave your hands! You are souls who constantly move forward and enable others to move 
forward. BapDada is pleased on seeing the present and the future of each child. Constantly continue to move 
forward and enable others to move forward. If someone is even a little weak, then co-operate to give your own 
support or enable them to receive co-operation from the seniors. Whilst checking and paying attention to both - 
being a benefactor for the self and others - continue to move forward and inspire others to move forward too. 
 

Seeing the total group from abroad, BapDada is pleased that you have achieved expansion and are flying with 
the right method and that you will continue to fly. 
 

Russia: Teachers, at least applaud them. 'Teachers' means those through whom BapDada's features are visible. 
From their eyes and from their every word, "My Baba" and "lovely Baba" should be experienced. People should 
not see the teachers, but BapDada should be visible in the teachers. They are like that, and BapDada is telling 
each teacher: Move forward and, while enabling others to move forward, continue to make them equal to the 
Father. Wah teachers! Wah! Baba is seeing the fruit of your efforts. The fruit of your efforts is visible. Very 
good. Now, each one of you should try to make the future visible through your features. The lamps of hope 
should be visible. Our kingdom is now about to come. This zeal and enthusiasm should be visible in the 
features of each and every one. Very good. 
 

Double foreigners who have come for the first time: Welcome. You have come to your own home. BapDada 
is pleased that the children who had been separated have reached their home to claim their inheritance. A 
hundred-thousand fold congratulations to you on behalf of everyone and on behalf of the whole family. 
 

Who is the teacher of the teachers? Of course BapDada is that anyway, but you (Dadi Janki) are also 
BapDada's companion. You are paying very good attention. Whether they are teachers from Bharat or teachers 
from abroad, today BapDada is giving all the teachers love from His heart. Achcha. 
 

Today is the day for the double foreigners. BapDada is also happy; in fact He is constantly happy but there is 
happiness within that happiness. All of you Bharat-resident children are happy seeing the service abroad, are 
you not? Are you happy? BapDada is happy. Why? Because He is the Father of the World. He is not just the 
Father of Bharat. Not just Bharat, but the World Father. It is all the different foreign children who are 
instruments to reveal the World Father. Today, BapDada is giving congratulations to each child: Wah 
serviceable children! Wah! Achcha. (While giving drishti, BapDada went back and then He was invoked again.) 
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Speaking to the Dadis: This was hide and seek. (Dadi Janki: Baba, You have given me so much happiness, 
what can I give You?) You have given everything. You have nothing left. You have given everything. 
 

Speaking to sisters from abroad: You have created a good flower garden. BapDada likes it. They are moving 
along with good zeal and enthusiasm. Very good fruit has emerged from all your efforts. 
 

Special love and remembrances to everyone. Congratulations for service. Constantly continue to move 
forward and inspire others to move forward. 
 

Kamalmani Dadi: Are you all right? Now get up! Now, don't go to your bed. Sit and do service. 
 

Rukmani Dadi: Are you all right? Try and manage your health as much as possible. Do not make the body 
work too much. Rest a little in between because there is still some time and you have to do service in that time. 
Look after yourself and also do service. Look after yourself very well. 
 

Chandraben (Mauritius): You have played your part well. Are you all right? Wake up every morning at amrit 
vela and continue to say "Wah Baba! Wah my Baba!" Sit and do service according to the strength in your body. 
Do not conduct classes, but do personal (individual) service. You are free from obstacles. 
 

Mohiniben: (I came here walking.) You still have long life and so will continue to walk. 
 

Brother Charlie: You are doing good service. 
 

(Gayatriben gave Baba remembrances from Aunty and the family.) Give them deep love from BapDada too. 
She is good. According to the strength she has, she is moving forward very well and as much as possible, she is 
doing good service through the mind. She is not the one who stays without doing service. She is good. Achcha. 
 

BapDada gave everyone greetings for Deepawali: To all the sweetest, long lost and now found, beloved 
children from everywhere, love, remembrance and good night. For the coming Deepawali - you are the living 
lamps and so, to all of you ignited living lamps, many, many, many congratulations for Deepawali. To all the 
children from everywhere, whether from this land or abroad, the Father is giving congratulations for Diwali to 
each child. OK. OK. Always OK. What is there to worry about? If any worry comes, give it to the Father. You 
remain constantly OK. You all have the aim that you lamps of Deepawali are constantly ignited and will remain 
ignited. You will go to your kingdom and celebrate Deepawali there too. You remember your kingdom, do you 
not? It is now about to come. 
 

(What would be the difference between the Deepawali here and the Deepawali there?) The decorations there 
will be lovely and unique: decorations and love - love from the heart. In fact, even someone who is sulking can 
ignite a lamp, but there, everyone will ignite the lamps with great happiness. They celebrate with pleasure. The 
kingdom itself is a pleasure. Here, they even ignite lamps under compulsion. (You are invited to come and 
celebrate Diwali there.) Let's see. I will not do anything, but will watch everything from a distance. You will 
ignite the lamps and the Father will only watch. (If BapDada were to come and celebrate Diwali together with 
us there, it would be even better.) It is the part of the children there. Achcha. 
 

To all the sweetest, long lost and now found beloved children from everywhere, love and remembrance for 
today and also love and remembrance for Deepawali. 
 

* * * O M  S H A N T I * * *  
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No matter what situation arises, give that to the Father and continue to smile. 
 
Seeing all the happy children, BapDada is very pleased.  Wah! my fortunate children, my happy children, 
wah!  BapDada is merged in everyone’s heart.  The fragrance of love is emerging from every child’s face.  
All the children are souls who remain constantly happy and prosperous.  Seeing the smiling faces of each 
and every child, BapDada is pleased.  Constantly smile in the same way, dance in happiness and continue to 
move forward and enable others to move forward.  BapDada is seeing a sparkling star on the forehead of 
each child.  Achcha. 
 
Today, the attraction of all the children’s remembrance is reaching BapDada.  You are constantly happy and 
will always remain happy.  Whatever situation arises, hand it over to the Father and you continue to smile.  
Achcha.  Inspite of the condition of the body, today, BapDada is celebrating a meeting because of the 
invocation of all the children.  Achcha.  Today, because of the condition of the body, it is a short meeting. 
 
All the children everywhere are listening and also celebrating a meeting through the eyes.  Seeing the 
meeting of the children, BapDada is so pleased!  Each of you children can know this.  Achcha. 
 
The group that has especially come for this meeting, today, raise your hands!  (15,000 brothers and sisters 
including serviceable souls from the Karnataka Zone have arrived.)  All those who have come this time, 
congratulations, congratulations, congratulations.  Achcha. 
 
BapDada is giving lots and lots of love and remembrance to all the children everywhere who are, like 
chatrak birds, listening and also seeing.  All of you (sitting here) are receiving direct love and remembrance.  
However, all the children everywhere sit with a lot of love, that is, with great hope.  For all those children 
who have great hope, just as the children are seeing, BapDada is also seeing them.  BapDada is celebrating a 
meeting through the eyes with everyone.  Achcha. 
 
All those who have become instruments, whether Shaktis or Pandavas, everyone is carrying out their task 
while being loving and co-operative and will continue to do so.  
 
(Mohiniben and Munniben are going to Dubai for seven days.)  The programme has been made and so you 
have to go.  (We need Your help.)  Baba is bound to give help.  (Dadi Janki gave Baba remembrances of the 
sisters from abroad.)  All those who have sent love and remembrance, BapDada is giving them love and 
remembrance while giving them drishti. 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 



 

Madhuban  Avyakt BapDada’s Message 30/11/13 
 
Beloved Avyakt BapDada’s deeply beloved, chatrak souls who are constantly thirsty for an avyakt meeting, 
those who are merged in BapDada’s love, the most elevated confluence-aged fortunate decoration of the 
Brahmin clan, please accept hearty love-filled remembrance and greetings. 
 
Today, 30th November 2013, nearly 15,000 brothers and sisters from UP and foreign lands have arrived in 
Shantivan for the avyakt meeting.  According to what is fixed in the drama in the previous cycle, there was 
supposed to have been a meeting with Avyakt BapDada through the chariot of Dadi Gulzar in the corporeal 
form.  However, after her operation, Dadiji is experiencing a lot of weakness and was therefore unable to 
come to Abu from Mumbai. 
 
Today, everyone was lost in remembrance of BapDada from amrit vela.  There was a very beautiful peaceful 
and avyakt atmosphere.  From 4pm this afternoon, all have come to the Diamond Hall to experience an 
avyakt meeting through their avyakt stage.  First of all, Suryabhai shared his inspirations on having avyakt 
experiences through yoga commentaries.  Then, there was powerful conducted meditation from 6-7pm and, 
thereafter, everyone heard and saw a revised avyakt murli.  At 7pm, all the Dadis and senior brothers came 
onto the stage and, at this point, Dadi Gulzar offered bhog to BapDada in Mumbai.  (Everyone saw this 
whole scene through video conferencing.)  Then Dadi Gulzar shared BapDada’s message with everyone: 
 
Om shanti.  Today, carrying everyone’s love and remembrance, I went to Baba in the subtle region.  Baba 
was sitting on a gaddi in his room, and when I came in front of Baba, He celebrated a beautiful meeting 
with me with a sweet smile and said: Come, the garland of my heart, whose remembrance have you brought 
today?  I said: Baba, today, your long-lost and now-found children from UP have come to celebrate a 
meeting.  It felt as though, while sitting in his room, BapDada was not there.  Baba was celebrating a 
meeting with all the children while giving them very sweet drishti and all the children sitting there were also 
celebrating a meeting with BapDada with a lot of love.  Then Baba said: All of you children are the garland 
of BapDada’s heart.  When Baba was giving each child drishti, it felt as though Baba was saying something 
individually to each one He saw.  I was not able to hear that, but, seeing Baba’s face and image, it felt as 
though Baba was embracing each one and while embracing each one, was merging each one in Him.  I first 
saw this scene.   
 
Then, Baba said: The children’s love for the Father and the Father’s love for the children is the special 
fortune of the confluence age.  Seeing each child, whether he is the first one or the last one, BapDada was 
seeing the children as though He was looking at something belonging to Him with a lot of love.  He was 
giving them a lot of love by massaging each one with His hands.  In the same way, Baba was giving so much 
love to each one through His drishti, as though He was giving that love personally and everyone was also 
having that feeling as though Baba was meeting them personally.  Everyone’s eyes had become moist.  
There weren’t any tears, but the eyes had become moist.  I was seeing how Baba was celebrating a meeting 
with each child.  After that, Baba said: Look children, at the confluence age, it is the Father’s part that is 
being enacted and you long-lost and now-found children know this.  Baba was giving each child sweet 
drishti, numberwise, as though He was saying something to each one individually.   
 
Then I said to Baba:  Baba, You keep saying things to us, but we don’t listen.  Baba said: Only Baba knows 
the sound of the heart and the hopes in the hearts of the children who have come.  Just see how each child is 
looking at Baba, just like someone thirsty.  Baba said: Look, this was also fixed in the drama, and Baba 
knows the state of each one’s heart.  No one else can know this.  Baba knows what is happening in each 
one’s heart.  Baba is pleased to see how much deep love from the heart each child has for the Father.  Baba 
said: Look, if it weren’t for Baba’s love, He wouldn’t have found you.  Some have come from abroad, and 
others from the different states of Bharat.  Baba found everyone, did He not?  Baba has so much love that 
He has found the children who had become lost and called them to Him.  Having said this, Baba continued 
to give drishti and, calling each one a child who will definitely become something, gave them love and 
remembrance.  Baba does not leave anyone alone.  Just as little children do not leave their father, in the 
same way, Baba does not leave aside the children’s love.  Baba saw that two things were happening in the 
hearts of the children who have come.  Firstly, there was the feeling of the love of having found Baba, “I 



 

have found Baba”, and, secondly, the understanding that we have come here but where is Baba and where 
am I?  However, each one’s love became merged in the Father’s heart.  Baba said this and then said to me: 
Child, it is now time and so you definitely have to go back. 
 
Baba then said to each of His long-lost and now-found children: You have come to this bhatthi and so Baba 
is applying a tilak for the bhatthi on each one of you.  Baba took a tilak, stood up and then put the tilak on 
each one’s forehead.  Baba then said: Your bhatthi has now been inaugurated.  Then Baba gave special love 
to the new ones who have come.  Who are the new ones who have come here today?  (New brothers and 
sisters stood up.)  New children are very much long-lost and now-found beloved children for Baba.  Baba 
calls them the long-lost and now-found ones.  Baba gave each one a very sweet smile, He gave love and 
remembrance and said: Give each one My love and remembrance by embracing each one on my behalf.  So 
I am embracing each one of you on behalf of the Father because I saw it there, but it is only here that I can 
do it.  So, a very, very sweet embrace to each one from the Father. 
 
Hello, my sweet Dadi Janki is also sitting there.  Dadi Ratanmohini too is sitting here.  Madhuban residents 
are also sitting here with a lot of love.  Their faces are speaking for them. 
 
Dadi Janki: Dadi, what can I say?  Baba is wonderful and you are no less.  No matter how, you took the 
feelings of my heart to Baba, you took my love to Baba and Baba celebrated a meeting with me with a lot of 
love.  Baba says: Whatever is happening in the drama, there is benefit in that.  I said: Baba, You are so sweet 
and lovely.  Baba is sweet and in order to make us sweet, He tells us the sweet things in His heart and wins 
us over and quietens us completely.  Dadi, by sharing Baba’s message with us, you have given strength to 
my heart.  Dadi, what can I tell you about the condition of my heart?  You are sitting in Mumbai.  Look, 
while sitting there, you didn’t leave Baba alone and neither did I.  Simply love Baba. 
 
Dadi Gulzar: Everyone is giving you love, Baba is seeing that.  Together with Baba, I also remember you.  
Mohiniben, I am sure you have made yourself all right and are sitting here very well.  Seeing you 
progressing in your health, I am very, very pleased.  Stay alive and be prosperous. 
 
Brother Nirwair sent remembrances to everyone from Mumbai: Om shanti.  Om shanti to all brothers 
and sisters.  Om shanti to all who are in the gathering and all who are listening in this land and abroad.  
Dadi, Baba heard your pure thought and gave such courage to Dadiji and also gave good health that Dadi 
was able to get ready and be present in front of everyone.  It feels very good to see all the brothers and 
sisters and to see all those who have come.  This Godly family is such a special family and the gathering of 
the Godly family is so special.  It is as a result of this gathering that the whole world is to benefit and this is 
what Baba thinks of the children.  So, congratulations to everyone.  Congratulations.  Special thanks to 
Karunabhai that he sent the brothers here so that we are meeting from here. 
 
Dadi Janki: Thank you to you and to Neeluben and Yoginiben. 
 
Dr Ashok Mehta: Om shanti.  Our very lovely Dadi is just fine and is celebrating a meeting with all of you.  
Dadiji is completely fine and has recovered very well.  Dadiji will very soon be amidst all of you. 
 
Yoginiben: Dadi, we feel as though BapDada has incarnated here.  We can see the whole Diamond Hall 
from here.  Dadi Janki said that Baba made you an instrument and enabled all of us to have a meeting.  
Neeluben is looking after Dadi very well.  (21 varieties of bhog have been prepared for Baba.) 
 
Dadi Gulzar: All brothers and sisters who are residents of Madhuban, love and remembrance to each 
fortunate resident of Madhuban. 
 
Nirwairbhai: Dadi, Baba is definitely listening to what everyone’s desire is and Baba always fulfils the 
children’s desires.  Dadiji will be completely fine and soon return to Madhuban.  Baba’s programmes will be 
very beautiful.  Dadi, the doctors have all informed Dadiji that her health is very good.  Dadi will continue 
with Godly service for many more years. 
 
Dadi Gulzar: With everyone’s blessings and good wishes and Baba’s help, I will be fine very quickly and 
will be back in Madhuban soon.  Dadi is embracing you. 



 

Message from senior brothers and Dadis for the world: 
 

Rameshbhai: Baba has made the lesson of “Nothing new” very firm for all of us.  So, today’s programme 
took place on the basis of “Nothing new”.  I liked this very much.  When we used to have programmes here, 
those at other centres would also see it.  In the same way, those from Mumbai watched the whole 
programme from here.  The scene that you just witnessed of Karankaravanhar Baba – according to the 
drama plan, Baba gave a very good experience of that.  Baba has been saying that when you remain stable in 
the avyakt stage and remember Baba, Baba will then give you very good experiences.  So, many, many 
congratulations to all of you for today.  According to Baba’s knowledge, no one is new.  Greetings and 
congratulations to all Baba’s children of the previous cycle who have come here, whether new or old. 
 

Brij Mohanbhai: Our Beloved Baba is benevolent and, according to the time, in order to take us close to 
our destination, He is also giving us so much love.  For 44 years, we have had the habit of thinking that 
Baba will come and we will meet Him.  Baba has told us why He comes; so that we can go up.  So, today’s 
experience was so good.  We all met Baba through the medium of Dadi Gulzar.  She told us how Baba was 
speaking to each and every child, how He was meeting them and giving them power and making them 
content.  Dadiji also told us how each one’s eyes had become moist.  Truly, I was feeling that the eyes of 
everyone were becoming moist.  According to the time, Baba wants us to celebrate the avyakt meeting in 
such a way as though we are meeting Baba personally.  All the brothers and sisters who have come from so 
many places should not have the slightest feeling that Baba didn’t come.  So, Baba celebrated the meeting in 
a very unique way.  This was also a very good experience.  All the brothers and sisters in the world were 
seeing all of this on television.  This was a very good meeting to give a very good experience.  BapDada is 
giving us signals that, according to the time, we will have to celebrate a meeting in this way.  And, the murli 
you heard of the power of silence, we all will have to have that experience.  All of us should continue to 
move forward and quickly complete this task. 
 

Dadi Ratanmohini: All of us just now experienced how Baba fulfils the desires of His children.  Baba is so 
merciful for us children.  Baba knew that the children had come and it should not be that they return 
disheartened.  Baba always fulfils the desire of the children.  Baba, we very quickly want to fulfil the hopes 
that you have in all of us.  Remember Baba with so much love and merge the things that Baba tells you into 
yourself as He tells you and How he tells you. We want to become complete very quickly and then give 
Baba the proof of our love.  See how Baba will seat sit us in His lap and make us fly all the time.  
Remembering this day, today, with such good wishes and while making complete effort to make the self 
complete, always continue to say thanks to the Father. 
 

Dadi Janki: The whole world is in front of me and I am in front of the world.  This is the wonderful drama.  
How much thanks can I give to Baba?  My Baba, sweet Baba, in order to make the pilgrimage of my life 
worthwhile and successful, You have given Your companionship from the beginning until now.  Baba had 
said in the blessing: The child is always with the Father and is playing her part as a detached observer.  
These two words are giving such help on this pilgrimage of life.  Baba is with me.  There isn’t a single 
minute or second when it is not like this or that I am alone.  It is just a tiny soul and the part of 84 births is 
recorded in it. 
 

In today’s (sakar) murli, Baba spoke of many types of service and Baba has given me the fortune of doing 
all of those types of service such that this soul can never feel that Baba has not had this type of service done 
through this.  If you don’t explain to anyone else whatever directions Baba has given or explained to you, 
then Baba would not allow you to have breakfast.  We heard the nectar of knowledge with our ears and ate 
Brahma bhojan through the mouth, the power of all of that is making all of us function.  Our companion, 
support and co-operative soul is Baba.  If we didn’t have Baba’s company, then how could each of us souls, 
return alone to Paramdham. 
 

We have to return home, we have to return home together, we will return with the Father and not as part of 
the wedding procession.  It is royalty to return home together.  Baba is my Companion and I will return 
home with Him.  Now, there is very little time remaining and we have to value time a lot because 
destruction can come at any time.  With faith in the intellect at the time of destruction, we will be victorious 
and become part of the rosary of victory.  With faith in the intellect and remaining firm and unshakeable on 
the destiny, we are filling lives with happiness, peace, bliss and love.  All of you experienced how Baba 
does not allow you to miss anything.  This too is a wonder of Baba.  Achcha.   Om Shanti. 





31/12/2013     Avyakt BapDada    31/12/2013 
 
Together with bidding farewell to the old year, have the determined thought to let go of any 
slightest weakness, even in your dreams, and as well as imbibing virtues with zeal and 
enthusiasm, remain constantly remain ‘wah, wah’ (wonderful).  Revise this thought daily at 
amrit vela and you will receive extra help from BapDada. 
 
BapDada is pleased to see all the children.  The majority of all the children appear to be happy.  
BapDada is merged in each one’s heart.  Just as you children have arrived here in the plane of 
love, so BapDada is also pleased to see the loving image of each child.  Wah loving children! 
Wah!  Happiness is visibly sparkling on the forehead of each child.  Seeing each happy child, the 
Father is also singing a song in His heart: Wah children! Wah!  The sparkling dot, the soul, is 
visible on the forehead of each one.  Dilaram, the Comforter of Hearts, is visible in each one’s 
heart.  BapDada is pleased to see each and every child and is singing the song in His heart: Wah 
children! wah!  Love is merged in the heart of each one. 
 
Everyone has bid farewell to the old year and has the New Year merged in their eyes.  BapDada is 
asking: Have all of you imbibed one or another speciality today and renounced being ordinary?  In 
the effort-making life, in the New Year, it is essential to have one or another speciality, so have 
you put that into your thoughts and awareness?  Have you renounced the old and imbibed the 
new?  Has each one of you thought of some newness in your sanskars?  Or, have you imbibed it?  
You know how to renounce and you know how to imbibe. 
 
At this time, BapDada can see on each one’s face the sparkle of love and of a meeting.  Today, 
did all of you renounce something and imbibe something?  BapDada is seeing the happy faces of 
the majority of the children at this time, so what song is He singing?  Wah children! Wah!  On this 
day, each and every child has to renounce something and also imbibe a new virtue.  Think about 
it: What do you have to renounce and what do you have to take?  BapDada wants to see the 
sparkle of carefree emperors on the faces of all the children.  You do pay attention to this, but, on 
this special day, you have to renounce something from your heart and also imbibe something.  
Can you do it?  Raise your hands if you can do it.  Not that you can do it, but that you will do it.  
Will you do it?  Baba is seeing waves of enthusiasm on everyone’s forehead.  So, this enthusiasm 
that you have now should remain all the time.  Pay special attention to this.  Let there be some 
special enthusiasm in your heart and constantly check this enthusiasm: Did the enthusiasm 
remain as enthusiasm or did it change?  At all times, BapDada wants the children’s faces to have 
the enthusiasm of imbibing one or another virtue.  If you imbibe a virtue, the defect will 
automatically then finish, will it not?  BapDada is pleased about all of you children.  The weakness 
that you do not want but still comes – can you renounce that thought, now, today, with a 
determined thought?  Can you renounce it?  Those who can renounce it, raise your hands!  
Achcha, you are raising your hands.  You have maintained courage and you also have the 
Father’s help.  All of you have something in your heart that you want to renounce, but it still 
remains there in a thought form.  Can you give that to the Father with determination today?  Can 
you give it?  Raise your hands!  You can give it, but do not then take it back.  For that, BapDada 
will give special help at amrit vela because BapDada can see from each child that you definitely 
want to renounce something, but….  There are many things in this “but”.  However, whatever 
weaknesses each one has, if there aren’t any, then congratulations!  If there is any trace of 
weakness even in your dreams, then give it with determination to the Father today.  You know how 
to give it, do you not?  Have the thought, if you have this determined thought today – then, 
because of having this determined thought today, each one of you will receive extra help.  At amrit 
vela in the morning, and after amrit vela, check your thought and have the determined thought in 
your heart and you will receive extra help from BapDada.  Have this thought with a true heart.  Do 
not just have the thought to test whether it happens or not.  If you have this thought with a true 
heart, you will receive a little extra help because the New Year is beginning.  BapDada wants that 
from the start of the New Year, each of you children wake up and make a determined thought with 
your heart – not because you are told to do so.  If you make effort with your heart, you will receive 



help.  Have the determined thought tomorrow morning – have the determined thought to renounce 
something, because BapDada sees that everyone has this thought.  However, together with 
having this thought, hand over that weakness to the Father every day and have the determined 
thought.  You have to imbibe the virtue of zeal and enthusiasm and definitely do this. 
 
You have to have this determined thought and so demonstrate this by doing it.  You definitely have 
to do this.  If you need any help for this, you can take help from the maharathis.   
 
Celebrate today as the day of determination.  It has to happen, we have to do it.  Not that we will 
do it at some point, but that we have to do it.  BapDada is your Helper in this.  Do not become 
slack in your enthusiasm.  Revise it every day.  Give your weakness to the Father.  Do not take 
back what you have already given.  BapDada is seeing that the majority of the children want to… 
However, give your weakness to the Father.  You cannot take back what you have given away.  
BapDada is pleased that the majority of children want to, but, together with wanting to, they pay 
very little attention to the power that is needed.  “It will happen” … this creates an obstacle in-
between.  Let there be determination in your thought.  So, today, the old year is going and the 
New Year is to come.  So, each of you has one or another determined thought in your heart that 
you will renounce something.  Think about this in your heart.  However, check it daily after amrit 
vela: Is the thought that I have had determined?  Check because carelessness also comes in 
thoughts.  So, today, imbibe something elevated in your heart and revise it every day at amrit vela.  
Do not take back what you have given because, as you make further progress, in the times that 
are to come, as you see those times, you will have to have daily determination in your every 
thought.  Look at the result: To what extent has the thought you had been fulfilled?  If the 
percentage reduces – if at first there is a lot of enthusiasm and it then becomes a little slack – do 
not allow it to become slack.  Have the determined thought that you definitely have to demonstrate 
this by doing it.  You are master almighty authorities, not ordinary.  So, tomorrow, bring one or 
another determined thought in front of you and revise it daily at amrit vela and check it.  Take help 
from BapDada.   
 
All of you appear to be happy at this time.  Are all of you happy at this time?  Raise your hands!  
Just as you are now, so remember this stage of yours.  You now have BapDada’s company so 
constantly keep this with you in your heart.  The Comforter of Hearts belongs in your heart.  
Today, all of you keep one or another point for self progress according to your self.  So, check it in 
your mind and then revise it daily after amrit vela.  Achcha. 
 
All of you are happy in your hearts, are you not?  Just as your heart is happy now, it is happy now, 
is it not?   
So, remember this time.  Just as your heart is happy now, so continue to remember this happy 
time.  BapDada will take a photo of all the children.  That photo will not be ordinary.  So, be 
constantly happy – will you remain constantly happy?  Are you sure?  How much are you sure?  
Do not allow your happiness to go.  Remain happy and share that happiness.  You are Brahma 
Kumars and Brahma Kumaris.  What is your title?  So, remember: I am a Brahma Kumar or a 
Brahma Kumari.  I am not ordinary.  You know Father Brahma.  Although you have not seen 
Father Brahma, you do know him, do you not?  “My Baba”.  The more you have this 
consciousness of “mine” for the Father, “my Baba, my Baba”, accordingly, your remembrance will 
become easy because whatever is ‘mine’ is never forgotten.  So, make the Father ‘mine’ and then 
don’t forget what is ‘mine’.  This is what BapDada wants: Wake up in the morning and look at your 
face – the face of your mind, not that face.  Look at the face of your mind: Is it as the Father likes?  
Achcha. 
 
Seeing all the children, BapDada is pleased.  ‘Wah children! Wah’!  All of you are ‘wah wah’ 
(wonderful)! are you not?  Are you ‘wah wah’?  Raise both your hands!  So, will you remain like 
this all the time or just now?  Constantly ‘wah wah’!  You find the Father to be constantly ‘Wah 
Wah’! and that is why you remember Him.  So, the Father is ‘Wah, Wah’! and so the children are 
also ‘wah wah’!  Wake up in the morning and remember what type of child you are.  I am a ‘wah 



wah’ child.  Achcha.  You will remain constantly ‘wah wah’, will you not?  Pay attention to this.  
Raise your hand for this.  As soon as you wake up, remember these words ‘wah, wah!’.  The 
Father should see you as ‘wah, wah’!  Achcha. 
 
BapDada is giving special drishti to all the children who have come.  For what?   For you to remain 
‘wah, wah’.  Will you remain like this?  Will you?  Raise your hands!  You will remain like this.  So, 
do not forget the words “Wah wah”.  Do not forget that you have raised your hands in this 
gathering.  Who am I?  Wah! Wah!  It is easy, is it not?  I am ‘wah wah’!  and so what will happen?  
You will be happy.  No matter what happens - it came and it went and so why are you holding onto 
it?  Nothing ever remains all the time; it goes away.  Why do you hold onto it?  So, from tomorrow, 
look at your face every day at amrit vela.  Look at your face within, not the external one.  Check: Is 
it ‘wah wah’?  Why?  If BapDada is ‘Wah wah’, what will the children be?  Wah, wah!  Simply 
remember the word “Wah wah”.  If you ever have an off mood, then remember the words ‘wah, 
wah’.  Achcha. 
 
You met BapDada, did you not?  Even the Father is restless without the children.  At amrit vela, 
BapDada tours around and gives drishti to the whole family.  How long does BapDada need to 
tour around?  He has love for you children.  So, every day after amrit vela, just see, BapDada will 
tour around and He will see everyone.  So what will He see?  Wah, wah!  Do not forget these 
words ‘wah, wah’!  Wah, wah!  Achcha.  Wherever all the children may be, BapDada calls all of 
them the ‘wah, wah’ children and sees them when He tours around.  So, wake up at amrit vela and 
always remember: Who am I?  Wah, wah child.  Whatever situation happens, merge that in ‘wah, 
wah’!  Do not keep that situation.  Just the Father and you, that is all.  Achcha.  Good night. 
 
Today, BapDada said good night.  Say good night among yourselves and then go to sleep.  All the 
children, wherever you are sitting, wherever you are moving around, BapDada is seeing all of you.  
How long does it take Him to tour around?  BapDada is saying good night to all the children 
everywhere.   
 
It is the turn of Maharashtra to serve – 13,000 people have come from Maharashtra, Andra 
Pradesh and Mumbai: It is good that the name itself is Maharashtra and so you would definitely 
be great, would you not?  You are this, but you sometimes forget it, but otherwise, you are this.  
Achcha.  Good night.  You can go and eat and then go to sleep but remember “good night”. 
 
About 500 double foreign and Sindhi brothers and sisters have come: Baba has seen you.  
You are very loving.  You are co-operative and also loving.  Achcha. 
 
Many have come for the first time: (BapDada waved His hand and gave drishti to them all.) 
 
Achcha, to all those from this land and abroad, BapDada Himself is giving you love and 
remembrance.  Everyone emerges in front of BapDada for a second and so BapDada tours 
around everywhere and gives love and remembrance to the whole Brahmin family. 
 
Neeluben: This one has done good service.  Everyone is receiving the benefit of the service she 
has done.  The Brahmins of all the centres are receiving it.  And you do it with love.  She has a lot 
of love for everyone in her heart.  (Baba, You continue to come and I will continue to serve).  That 
is fine.  You are happy.  You are constantly happy. 
 
It is Mohiniben’s birthday tomorrow: Congratulations.  Congratulations for moving forward. 
 
Special congratulations to all of those who have come. 
 
Nirwairbhai: Everyone has done good service.  Everyone is receiving the fruit of their service. 



Rameshbhai: (We have created a serial on the Power of Women).  That is fine.  We will see it.  
(Many have sent their remembrance.)  Whoever has sent their remembrance, remember them 
personally and give them remembrance from BapDada. 
 
Dr. Banarasi: This one has also done very good service of the chariot.  You serve from your 
heart.  Everyone receives that feeling.  The patients receive that feeling. 
 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
 
 
 
 
 


